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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Emerging infectious diseases of wildlife are among the greatest threats to 

biodiversity. Indeed, when pathogens are introduced into naïve host populations, they can 

impose novel selective pressures that may cause severe host declines or even extinction. 

However, disease impacts may vary both within and among host species. Thus, one of the 

key goals for management is to identify factors that drive variation in host susceptibility 

to infection, as they may improve our understanding of hosts’ potential to develop disease 

resistance and/or tolerance and inform conservation strategies aimed at facilitating host 

persistence. For instance, Pseudogymnoascus destructans (Pd) - an invasive pathogenic 

fungus that causes white-nose syndrome (WNS) in hibernating bats - is highly virulent, 

has killed millions of bats in North America, and continues to spread at an alarming rate. 

Yet, the continued persistence of bat colonies in contaminated areas despite initial mass 

mortality events suggests variation in survival among infected individuals. I thus aimed 

to better understand intraspecific drivers of variation in bat susceptibility to WNS and 

their implications for population persistence and management in affected areas. 

Specifically, my objectives were to: 1) evaluate the extent to which variation in 

hibernaculum microclimate temperature and humidity affects Pd infection severity and 

disease progression in affected bats during hibernation, 2) compare how bats from 

colonies that vary in duration of exposure to Pd and from different age classes 

behaviorally respond to the infection, and examine how these behavioral changes affect 

host fitness and 3) model the population dynamics of remnant bat populations to assess 

the likeliness of persistence and the potential effectiveness of management interventions 
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in affected colonies. I addressed these objectives through field research, experimental 

infection studies, and demographic modeling of the little brown myotis (Myotis 

lucifugus). In my dissertation, I first provide causal evidence of environmentally-driven 

variation in pathogen growth and infection severity on bats in the field. Both warmer and 

more humid microclimates contribute to the severity of the infection by promoting the 

production of conidia, the erosion of wing tissues, and, therefore, the transmission 

potential and virulence of Pd. I then document potential mechanistic links between Pd-

induced behavioral change and host fitness. Higher infection levels, independent of bats’ 

past exposure to Pd or age class, may cause individuals to groom longer, prolong 

euthermic arousals, accelerate the depletion of fat reserves, and ultimately increase 

mortality risk. Finally, I predict that populations will face a high risk of extirpation in the 

next decade or two if no management action is taken, but that interventions such as 

environmental control of Pd and hibernaculum microclimate manipulation can prevent 

short-term population collapse in remnant bat populations. Together, these studies 

provide key, mechanistic insight into the pathology of WNS and the probability of 

persistence of affected bat colonies, while highlighting the importance of prioritizing 

winter habitat preservation and enhancement for the conservation of hibernating bats.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Historically, wildlife diseases have not been widely recognized as posing a threat 

to biodiversity because host-pathogen coexistence is often favored by the evolution of 

reduced virulence (De Castro and Bolker, 2005; Cressler et al., 2016). Indeed, by 

increasing host mortality, pathogens can incur a severe fitness cost, as more virulent 

pathogens are more likely to drive their hosts, and themselves, to extinction. However, 

depending on the reservoir dynamics at play, pathogens that maintain high virulence can 

sometimes continue to persist, such as when they can infect multiple hosts (and where at 

least one host is less susceptible) or when they can survive outside of their hosts, either as 

free-living saprophytes (i.e., organisms that can feed on dead or decaying organic matter) 

or via environmentally-persistent propagules, such as spores (Cressler et al., 2016). For 

these diseases, the risk of host extinction is greater (De Castro and Bolker, 2005; Fisher 

et al., 2012). 

One of the best studied examples of a highly virulent wildlife disease is 

chytridiomycosis, which is caused by two fungal species, Batrachochytrium 

dendrobatidis and B. salamandrivorans, and has been involved in the decline of more 

than 500 amphibian species over the past 50 years, including 90 presumed extinctions 

worldwide (Scheele et al., 2019). This panzootic is thus responsible for the largest 

recorded loss of species caused by a disease. As such, it exemplifies why emerging 

infectious diseases of wildlife are indeed among the greatest threats to biodiversity. 
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White-nose syndrome (WNS) in hibernating bats is another example of a highly 

virulent emerging infectious disease. Its causal agent, the invasive pathogenic fungus 

Pseudogymnoascus destructans (Pd) (Lorch et al., 2011; Warnecke et al., 2012), can 

infect multiple bat species (some of which exhibit resistance to WNS) (Frank et al., 2014; 

Frick et al., 2016) and can establish persistent environmental reservoirs (Lorch et al., 

2013; Raudabaugh and Miller, 2013; Verant et al., 2018), which may both contribute to 

the maintenance of its virulence. Since its first detection in 2006, WNS has killed 

millions of bats (USFWS, 2012; Coleman, 2014) and continues to spread at an alarming 

rate across North America, being now found in 37 states and 7 Canadian provinces 

(USFWS, 2021). While the precise mechanism by which WNS kills infected bats is still 

obscure, death likely results from a disruption of bats’ physiology and energetics during 

hibernation (Reeder et al., 2012; Verant et al., 2014). Invasion of bats’ wing membranes 

by Pd has been shown to significantly increase energy expenditure in hibernating bats, 

which can become emaciated and dehydrated as the disease progresses, and ultimately 

die before they reach the end of the hibernation season (Cryan et al., 2010; Cryan et al., 

2013; Warnecke et al., 2013; Verant et al., 2014). 

While the ultimate fate of remnant populations remains uncertain, with some 

species still facing a high risk of regional extinction (Frick et al., 2010a; Thogmartin et 

al., 2013; Frick et al., 2015; Cheng et al., 2021), the continued persistence of bat colonies 

in contaminated areas suggests variation in survival among infected individuals. Thus, 

one of the key goals for management is to identify factors that drive variation in host 
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susceptibility to infection as they may improve our understanding of populations' 

potential to develop resistance and/or tolerance to the disease and inform conservation 

strategies aimed at facilitating the persistence of affected colonies. I thus aim to better 

understand intraspecific drivers of variation in bat susceptibility to WNS and their 

implications for population persistence and management in affected areas. Specifically, 

my objectives are to: 1) evaluate the extent to which variation in hibernaculum 

microclimate temperature and humidity affects Pd infection severity and disease 

progression in affected bats during hibernation; 2) compare how bats from colonies that 

vary in duration of exposure to Pd and from different age classes behaviorally respond to 

the infection, and examine how these behavioral changes affect host fitness; and 3) model 

the population dynamics of remnant bat populations to assess the likeliness of persistence 

and the potential effectiveness of management interventions in affected colonies.  

I address these objectives through field research, experimental infection studies, 

and demographic modeling using little brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus), the most 

commonly used model species for WNS research. These studies provide important 

insight into the adaptive potential and probability of persistence of affected bat colonies, 

bring us closer to uncovering potential natural mechanisms of WNS tolerance and 

resistance, and help us inform management actions.   
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CHAPTER 2 

COLDER AND DRIER MICROCLIMATES REDUCE  

WHITE-NOSE SYNDROME INFECTION IN HIBERNATING BATS 

2.1 Introduction 

White-nose syndrome (WNS) is an emerging infectious disease of hibernating 

bats that was first reported in New York in 2006 and that has since led to the death of 

millions of bats across eastern North America (USFWS, 2012; Coleman, 2014). Today, 

the invasive pathogenic fungus Pseudogymnoascus destructans (Pd), which is recognized 

as the causal agent of WNS (Blehert et al., 2009; Lorch et al., 2011; Warnecke et al., 

2012), remains highly virulent and continues to spread at an alarming rate across North 

America. However, while the onset of WNS in a bat colony often causes mass mortality 

(Turner et al., 2011), not all individuals of affected species perish following Pd infection. 

One possible reason for the continued presence of survivors in contaminated areas may 

be the variable conditions in which bats hibernate. Indeed, environmental conditions may 

bring about differential survival in WNS-affected bats by influencing host-pathogen 

interactions: abiotic factors may directly affect the ability of a pathogen to colonize host 

tissues, grow, and persist on the host, and indirectly influence host behavior and 

physiology (e.g., Kilpatrick et al., 2010; Shaman et al., 2010). 

While preferred hibernation temperatures vary greatly among bat species and are 

contingent on the characteristics of the hibernaculum, its geographic location, and the 

energetic condition of the individuals, most hibernating bats of North America occupy 

hibernaculum microclimates that range in temperature from ~ 0 to 12°C (Twente, 1955; 
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Heldmaier et al., 2004; Boyles et al., 2007; Brack, 2007). This range largely coincides 

with the temperatures at which growth occurs in Pd (Verant et al., 2012). However, even 

small variations in temperature can influence the growth performance of Pd in laboratory 

settings; while the fungus reaches its thermal optimum between 12.5 and 15.8°C, its 

growth performance decreases by more than 90% when culture temperature is reduced to 

approximately 1°C (Gargas et al., 2009; Chaturvedi et al., 2010; Verant et al., 2012). This 

strong temperature-dependence in growth performance of Pd in the lab suggests that 

variation in microclimate use during hibernation has the potential to strongly affect 

disease outcomes among infected individuals. Conidiation and vegetative development of 

Pd also respond to different humidity levels in laboratory conditions, with more humid 

environments causing an increase in conidia production and mycelial growth (Marroquin 

et al., 2017). Additionally, studies of both captive and free-ranging bats found that mean 

mortality rates of bat colonies affected by WNS are positively correlated with mean 

hibernaculum temperatures (Langwig et al., 2012; Langwig et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 

2014; Grieneisen et al., 2015; Hayman et al., 2016), and bat energetics models suggest 

that warmer temperatures and/or more humid environments can drive mortality across 

colonies (Hayman et al., 2016; Haase et al., 2019; Haase et al., 2021; Hranac et al., 

2021). Moreover, a recent study of microclimate selection in Pennsylvania bats 

demonstrated that, after the local onset of WNS, little brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus), 

tri-colored bats (Perimyotis subflavus), and big brown bats (Eptesicus fuscus) shifted to 

roost sites 2 to 5°C colder than those they used within the same hibernacula before WNS 

(Johnson et al., 2016). 
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Together, these findings strongly suggest that the microclimate conditions of 

hibernation sites mitigate bat responses to the disease. However, controlled field 

experiments inferring a causal link between microclimate conditions and bat responses to 

the disease are still lacking, and the strength of this relationship remains unknown. Using 

a controlled design in a semi-natural setting, I thus aimed to evaluate the extent to which 

variation in hibernaculum microclimate temperature and humidity affects Pd infection 

severity and disease progression in affected bats during hibernation, through periodic 

assessments of body condition, torpor bout patterns, fungal load, and the extent of WNS 

lesions under different microclimate conditions. I hypothesized that the impacts of WNS 

on individual bats would be lower, and disease progression slower, at colder and drier 

sites within the hibernaculum. A better understanding of the effects of microclimate 

conditions on bat responses to WNS during hibernation has the potential to extend our 

knowledge of host-pathogen-environment dynamics, clarify mechanisms and patterns of 

persistence within WNS-affected colonies, and provide management agencies with data 

crucial to the conservation of hibernating bats. 

2.2 Material and Methods 

2.2.1 Ethical Approval 

This study was approved by Temple University’s Institutional Animal Care and 

Use Committee (Protocol No. 4828 to BJS) and the Pennsylvania Game Commission 

(Special Use Permit 44737 to BJS).  
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2.2.2 Study System and Experimental Site 

I used little brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus) for this project. Once one of the 

most abundant and widespread North American bat species, little brown myotis have 

suffered dramatic population declines since the onset of WNS (Frick et al., 2010; 

Ingersoll et al., 2013) and are the most commonly used model species for WNS research, 

including studies pertaining to hibernaculum temperatures (Langwig et al., 2012; Johnson 

et al., 2014; Grieneisen et al., 2015; Reeder et al., 2016). 

I conducted this experiment in an abandoned sandstone mine (site 26-010) located 

in Fayette County, Pennsylvania, where I deployed seven cages along a temperature 

gradient, with the first cage located at a high point within the mine, where temperatures 

were the warmest (~ 8-9°C in January 2018), and the last cage located at a low point 

within the mine, where temperatures were the coldest (~ 3-4°C in January 2018) (Figure 

2.1). Cages were wire-meshed and double-layered (Figure 2.1), and temperature 

dataloggers (TransiTempII-RH, MadgeTech, Warner, NH) were positioned within the 

outer cage to record variation in hibernation microclimate temperatures and relative 

humidity at each location every 15 minutes throughout the experiment (see Appendix A 

for experimental site details).  
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Figure 2.1. (A) Schematic of the mine showing the approximate position of the cages 

(shown as squares) in relation to the mine’s internal relief. Colors identify the 

temperature profiles of the seven cages. (B) Photograph showing my cage design. (C-D) 

Hibernaculum microclimate temperatures and water vapor pressure deficits (dWVP) 
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recorded across the experiment. Colors identify the temperature profiles of the seven 

cages located in different areas of the mine. Dotted lines represent raw data; solid lines 

represent smoothed change over time. Vertical black dashed lines correspond to data 

collection visits, dividing my experiment into three time periods (Month 1, Month 2, and 

Month 3). 

2.2.3 Bat Capture and Transport 

On October 9, 2018, I obtained 22 male little brown myotis from three 

hibernacula in Pennsylvania, specifically in Centre County (14-009; n = 5), Blair County 

(07-018; n = 10), and Huntingdon County (31-001; n = 7). Because the experimental site  

had not yet reached target temperatures at the time of capture, bats were temporarily held 

in a cold site (07-008 in Blair County) where they remained for almost six weeks. On 

November 19, 2018, after temperatures at the warmest location within the experimental 

site had decreased to 12° C, the bats were transported the bats to Dunbar Mine #3 (see 

Appendix A for bat capture and transport details). 

2.2.4 Field Experiment 

My experimental site was already contaminated with Pd at the onset of the 

experiment (GGT, pers. obs.), but to ensure that Pd was found within cages in equal 

amounts, each cage was inoculated with a local strain of Pd (cultured from fungal isolates 

collected at a hibernation site < 2 km away) a few hours prior to the placement of bats in 

the cages. Specific inoculation procedures were standardized across all cages: 10g of 
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autoclaved mine sediment were inoculated with a spore solution (5000 per 1 ml of sterile 

water) and spread across the mine wall and internal sections of each cage. This number of 

spores, when directly applied to bats in the lab, was sufficient to cause infection and 

characteristic WNS symptoms in a 5-month hibernation study (Johnson et al., 2014).  

After the bats were taken to the experimental site, temperature dataloggers were 

dorsally affixed to each individual (Weedip, AlphaMach, Ste-Julie, Canada); once 

applied, they were programmed to record skin temperature every 10 minutes for the 

duration of the experiment. All the bats were then divided into seven groups, each with 3 

or 4 bats, distributing bats from each of the three capture sites among the groups to avoid 

confounding the effects of temperature with those of site of capture. I also stratified bats 

among groups based on their body condition at the start of the experiment (measured as 

described below). Each group was housed in one of the seven separate cages along the 

temperature gradient and left relatively undisturbed for the duration of the experiment to 

allow normal torpor expression. Water was provided ad libitum via water dispensers 

accessible from within the cages.  

2.2.5 Data Collection 

I followed these bats for four months, in line with other hibernation studies of 

captive bats exposed to WNS (Lorch et al., 2011; Warnecke et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 

2014; Grieneisen et al., 2015; Field et al., 2018). I collected data at five time points: at 

capture (October 9), at the start of the experiment (November 19), and then every month 

(December 18, January 15, February 14) until the experiment ended. During each visit, I 
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weighed bats with a ± 0.01 g digital scale (Ohaus Valor 3000 Xtreme, Parsippany, NJ) 

and measured forearm length at capture with ± 0.01 mm calipers to determine individual 

body mass index (BMI; i.e., body mass in g/forearm length in mm), a measure of a bat’s 

body condition. To quantify pathogen load (i.e., Pd DNA on bats’ wings), I collected 

epidermal swab samples, which were sent to Dr. Kevin Keel’s laboratory (University of 

California, Davis, School of Veterinary Medicine) to be analyzed with quantitative 

Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR) (Muller et al., 2013). I also took photographic 

images of bat wings, after placing each wing on an ultraviolet light box (12-volt lamp 

with 368 nm bulbs, Way Too Cool, Glendale, AZ). I quantified the extent of infection 

(fluorescent area ratio) as the wing portion exhibiting orange-yellow fluorescence 

characteristic of WNS lesions (Turner et al., 2014) using the image analysis software 

Image-Pro Premier version 9.3 (Media Cybernetics, Rockville, MD).  

2.2.6 Data Analysis 

First, to examine the effect of hibernaculum microclimate temperature and 

humidity on bats’ responses to WNS, I used generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) 

[package glmmTMB in R (Magnusson et al., 2017)]. Response variables included the 

monthly change in Pd load, fluorescent area ratio, and BMI, and the monthly mean TBL. 

For each of these response variables, I then prepared a set of candidate models, with the 

average microclimate temperature and water vapor pressure deficit (i.e., the difference 

between saturation and air water vapor pressure based on recorded temperature and 

relative humidity data; dWVP) per month (cage-level values) as my main independent 
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variables. I also added, as covariates, the month (month 1, month 2, or month 3), the 

individual average TBL per month (except in the mean TBL models), the BMI at the start 

of the month, and the Pd load or fluorescent area ratio at the start of the month (for the 

change in Pd load and the change in fluorescent area ratio models) or at the end of the 

month (for the change in BMI and mean TBL models). Bat individuals and their 

respective cages were treated as nested random effects in all models. I specified a 

Gamma distribution with a log link function for the change in Pd load, a Beta distribution 

with constant zero inflation and a logit link function for the change in fluorescent area 

ratio, and a Gaussian distribution with an identity link function for the change in BMI and 

mean TBL. I also separately explored other factors that may affect energy use during 

hibernation, including mean arousal duration and mean torpid skin temperature (See 

Appendix A for data analysis details).  

Second, to identify parameters with significant effects on mortality risk, I used 

mixed-effects Cox proportional-hazards models [package coxme in R (Therneau, 2020)] 

including, as variables, the average microclimate temperature and dWVP (cage-level 

values for the duration of the experiment), the individual average TBL, as well as the 

BMI and Pd load values at the start of the experiment. Cage was used as a random effect 

in all Cox models. 

To avoid overfitting and to account for small sample sizes, all plausible GLMM 

and Cox models with a maximum of one two-way interaction were examined and, 

following backwards reduction, the best-fit model was selected using the second-order 

Akaike Information Criterion (AICC) (Burnham and Anderson, 2004). Only models that 
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fit assumptions [package DHARMa (Hartig, 2020) for GLMM models and packages 

survival (Therneau et al., 2020) and survminer (Kassambara et al., 2019) for Cox models 

in R] were considered. All analyses were completed with R version 3.6.1 statistical 

software (R Core Team, 2019).  

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Hibernaculum Microclimates 

The average microclimate temperature recorded at each cage ranged from 

6.7 ± 1.6 °C (mean ± SD; coldest cage) to 11.2 ± 0.4 °C (warmest cage) during the first 

month of the experiment, from 6.7 ± 1.5 to 10.3 ± 0.3 °C during the second month, and 

from 4.0 ± 2.3 to 8.7 ± 0.5 °C during the third month (Figure A1). Despite changing 

temperatures, a gradient was always maintained among the different cages, with the 

difference between the coldest and the warmest cages ranging from 1.9 to 7.7 °C during 

month 1, from 1.6 to 6.5 °C during month 2, and from 1.7 to 10.5 °C during month 3 

(Figure 2.1). All cage microclimates had high relative humidity (> 85 %) throughout the 

experiment (Figure A2), while still maintaining consistent differences in average dWVP 

relative to one another over time, with values ranging from 0.00 ± 0.00 (most saturated 

cage) to 0.45 ± 0.27 hPa (least saturated cage) during month 1, from 0.00 ± 0.01 to 0.40 ± 

0.23 hPa during month 2, and from 0.03 ± 0.05 to 0.35 ± 0.25 hPa during month 3 

(Figures 2.1 andA1). As temperature and dWVP did not follow the same gradient across 

cages, and were weakly correlated (r = -0.46), I was able to examine the two variables 

independently. 
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2.3.2 Change in Pd Load 

All bats tested positive for Pd by the end of month 1. The average microclimate 

temperature and the average dWVP were both retained in the best-fit model for the 

change in Pd load (GLMM, R2 = 0.72; average microclimate temperature (°C): β = 0.407, 

p = 0.039; average dWVP (hPa): β = -7.148, p = 0.003; n = 30; Table A1), which showed 

that a warmer average microclimate temperature and a lower average dWVP each caused 

a higher ln(change in Pd load) (Figure 2.2). Pd load at the start of the month (pg/µL) was 

also included in the best-fit model (β = 1.385, p = 0.001, n = 30; Table A1) and 

accounted for the higher ln(change in Pd load) observed in bats that entered the measured 

period with a higher Pd load (Figure A3).  

 

Figure 2.2. The predicted relationship between ln(change in Pd load; ng/µL) and (A) 

average microclimate temperature (°C) or (B) average water vapor pressure deficit 

(dWVP; hPa). Higher values on the y-axis represent a greater increase in bats’ Pd load. 

Gray areas indicate 95% confidence intervals for the fitted values. 
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2.3.3 Change in Fluorescent Area Ratio 

Most bats exhibited UV-fluorescent wing lesions by the end of month 2. The best-

fit model for the change in fluorescent area ratio retained, as covariates, the average 

microclimate temperature, the average dWVP, and their interaction (GLMM, R2 = 0.83; 

average microclimate temperature*average dWVP: p < 0.001, n = 36; Table A2). While 

ln(change in fluorescent area ratio) was consistently high at warmer microclimate 

temperatures irrespective of the average dWVP, colder microclimates, specifically those 

with higher dWVP, caused lower increases in the ratio of wing lesions (Figure 2.3). The  

Figure 2.3. The predicted relationship between ln(change in fluorescent area ratio) and 

average microclimate temperature (°C), shown under different average water vapor 

pressure deficit (dWVP; hPa) values. Higher values on the y-axis represent a greater 

increase in bats’ fluorescent area ratio. Transparent areas indicate 95% confidence 

intervals for the fitted values. Month 1 was used to create this plot.   
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month of the experiment and the average TBL were also included in the best-fit model 

(month 2: β = 1.253, p < 0.001; month 3: β = 2.831, p < 0.001; average TBL (days): β = -

0.153, p = 0.009; n = 36; Table A2), which showed higher values for the change in 

fluorescent area ratio in later months of the experiment (Figure A4) and in bats exhibiting 

a shorter average TBL (Figure A5). 

2.3.4 Change in BMI 

In my best plausible model for the change in BMI, BMI at the start of the month 

was the only significant variable retained (GLMM, R2 = 0.55; β = -0.539, p < 0.001, 

n = 36; Table A3). The change in BMI during a month was negatively correlated with 

bats’ BMI at the start of that month (Figure A6), indicating that fatter bats tended to lose 

more of their BMI than thinner bats throughout the experiment. This relationship may 

have been partly driven by bats’ mean arousal duration, which was marginally correlated 

with their BMI at the start of the month (Table A4; Figure A7), with fatter bats exhibiting 

longer arousals on average. Mean torpid skin temperature, the other factor I examined 

that could potentially affect energy use during hibernation, was not correlated with BMI 

at the start of the month (Table A5). Rather, the average microclimate temperature was 

the only significant predictor of bats’ mean torpid skin temperature. 

2.3.5 Mean TBL 

In my best-fit model for mean TBL, the month of the experiment was the only 

variable retained (GLMM, R2 = 0.25; month 2: β = 2.459, p < 0.001; month 3: β = 2.614, 
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p = 0.008; n = 36; Table A6). Mean TBL was significantly longer during months 2 and 3 

of the experiment than it was during month 1 (Figure A8). 

2.3.6 Mortality Risk 

Out of the 22 bats that entered the experiment on November 19, 16 (~73%) had 

died by the end of the experiment on February 14. The best-fit model for mortality risk 

revealed a significant interaction between bats’ BMI value at the start of the experiment 

and their average TBL (mixed-effects Cox proportional hazards model, p = 0.029, n = 21; 

Table A7). Specifically, among bats that were thinner at the start of the experiment, the 

ln(hazard ratio), or bats’ mortality risk, was negatively correlated with their average TBL. 

In particular, thin bats with a low average TBL had a higher mortality risk. No such 

correlation was detected in initially fatter bats, whose mortality risk was consistently low 

irrespective of their average TBL (Figure 2.4). 

2.4 Discussion 

The use of a controlled field experiment allowed us to evaluate how variation in 

hibernaculum microclimate conditions affect bat responses to WNS. This study is thus 

the first to confirm a causal link between hibernaculum microclimate (temperature and 

dWVP) and the extent of colonization (measured as change in Pd load) and erosion 

(change in fluorescent area ratio) of bat wing tissue by the pathogen. 

As predicted, colder and drier (i.e., higher dWVP) microclimates reduced Pd 

infection severity and disease progression in affected bats during hibernation. 
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Figure 2.4. The predicted relationship between bats’ mortality risk, represented as 

ln(hazard ratio), and their average torpor bout length (TBL; days), shown under different 

profiles of BMI at the start of the experiment. Higher values on the y-axis represent a 

higher daily rate of mortality. Transparent areas indicate 95% confidence intervals for the 

fitted values. 

  

Specifically, the greater increase in Pd load occasioned by an increase in temperature was 

consistent with the thermal performance curves of Pd measured in laboratory conditions 

by Verant et al. (2012), which showed higher growth rates as temperatures increased over 

the range (~ 0 to 12°C) normally occupied by hibernating bats (Twente, 1955; Heldmaier 

et al., 2004; Boyles et al., 2007; Brack, 2007). Marroquin et al. (2017) also showed that 

Pd conidiation and mycelial growth increased in more humid environments (70% versus 

81.5% relative humidity at a constant 13 °C, equivalent to dWVP values of ~4.5 hPa and 
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~2.8 hPa, respectively), but not beyond a relative humidity of 81.5%. Here, I was able to 

demonstrate that even small reductions in average dWVP (within a range of 0.4 hPa) led 

to greater increases in Pd load, even though humidity levels within each cage were 

always close to saturation (dWVP < 1.4 hPa). My experimental outcomes are thus 

directly relevant to the microclimate selection of some of the bat species most affected by 

WNS (e.g., M. lucifugus, M. septentrionalis, and Perimyotis subflavus), which are 

consistently found roosting in hibernaculum areas at (dWVP = 0 hPa) or near saturation 

(Davis, 1970; Thomas and Cloutier, 1992; Hayman et al., 2016).  

The effects of microclimate conditions on the change in fluorescent area ratio, 

while mostly in line with previous laboratory findings regarding Pd growth (Verant et al., 

2012; Marroquin et al., 2017), further highlight the importance of considering the 

interplay between different environmental variables when assessing host responses to a 

disease. High temperature and high humidity conditions independently led to higher skin 

erosion rates regardless of other factors, whereas low temperatures only substantially 

slowed the development of WNS lesions under unsaturated conditions (dWVP > 0 hPa). 

Variability in temperature and dWVP, which was higher in colder and drier sites within 

the mine, may have counteracted the positive effects associated with these conditions. I 

was nonetheless able to detect their effect on both Pd colonization and erosion rates, 

which further underpins the strength of these relationships. Thus, both warmer and more 

humid microclimates likely contribute to the severity of the infection by promoting the 

production of conidia, the erosion of wing tissues, and, therefore, the transmission 

potential and virulence of this pathogen (Lorch et al., 2011). 
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Colonization and erosion of wing tissues by Pd represent initial steps in WNS 

disease progression, leading to clinical signs indicative of late-stage infections, including 

physiological changes, important disease outcomes (e.g., emaciation and dehydration), 

and ultimately mortality (Cryan et al., 2010; Warnecke et al., 2013; Verant et al., 2014; 

McGuire et al., 2016b). My analysis did not confirm an effect of microclimate 

temperature and humidity on such signs of late-stage infections, including body condition 

(change in BMI), torpor patterns (mean TBL), or mortality (hazard ratio), which can all 

be heavily impacted by WNS (Frick et al., 2010a; Turner et al., 2011; Reeder et al., 2012; 

Warnecke et al., 2012; Verant et al., 2014). While all bats tested positive for Pd by the 

end of month 1 and most of them exhibited UV-fluorescent wing lesions by the end of 

month 2, infection levels were still low by the end of month 3. These low infection levels 

could be due to the short duration of the experiment, relative to the six months M. 

lucifugus usually spend in hibernation locally (GGT, pers. obs.). It could also be due to 

my cage inoculation method, which, although effective in introducing Pd to bat wings, 

most likely provided only an initial exposure to Pd, and not the continual exposure 

throughout the winter that seems more likely in nature. Thus, WNS had probably not 

advanced enough by the end of the study to cause signs of late-stage infection to the 

extent typically seen in late hibernation.  

In these early stages of WNS, infection by Pd increases torpid metabolic rate in 

hibernating bats even before the disease disrupts their torpor patterns (Verant et al., 

2014), which can contribute to the premature depletion of fat reserves. Therefore, 

conditions that limit the colonization and epidermal invasion of wing membranes by Pd, 
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namely those of colder and/or drier microclimates, may slow fat utilization in individuals 

with early-stage infections. However, my model of the change in BMI, which serves as a 

proxy for the change in fat reserves (Speakman and Racey, 1986), showed that the BMI 

of bats at the start of each month was the only significant predictor of the change in BMI, 

with fatter bats utilizing more of their fat reserves during the experiment than thinner 

bats. This result is consistent with the torpor optimization hypothesis, which posits that 

hibernators with sufficient energy reserves should surrender the energetic benefits of 

deep torpor expression to minimize the physiological costs of torpor (Humphries et al., 

2003). While this can be achieved in several ways, including the expression of shorter 

torpor bouts or higher torpid body temperatures, bats characterized by a higher BMI in 

my study appeared to marginally increase arousal duration. A field study of free-ranging 

little brown myotis (unaffected by WNS) also found that individuals in better body 

condition spent more energy during hibernation by performing longer arousals rather than 

shorter torpor bouts (Czenze et al., 2017), which suggests that prolonging arousal 

duration may be an important determinant of winter energy expenditure in hibernating 

bats. Extended arousal duration has also been observed in a surviving population of 

WNS-affected little brown myotis in New York and, although this remains to be tested, 

may increase bats’ ability to respond to the infection (e.g., by allowing more time for 

grooming, immune responses, or Pd inhibition while euthermic) (Lilley et al., 2016). 

My analysis did not reveal a significant effect of microclimate temperature or 

dWVP on mean TBL at this early stage of infection. This was unexpected, since a 

negative correlation between TBL and ambient temperature (which usually closely 
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corresponds to body temperature during hibernation; Schmidt-Nielsen, 1997; Geiser, 

2004) has been reported for several hibernating species (e.g., Geiser and Kenagy, 1988; 

Buck and Barnes, 2000; Dunbar and Tomasi, 2006), including little brown myotis 

(Jonasson and Willis, 2012), likely due to the inhibition of certain physiological 

processes at low tissue temperatures, which delays the need for arousals (Buck and 

Barnes, 2000). Similarly, the hydration state of hibernating bats is hypothesized to 

influence TBL regardless of WNS status, by triggering arousals when bats need to drink 

(Ben-Hamo et al., 2013). Environments with low dWVP, which decrease potential EWL 

from bats’ skin, may slow dehydration and, thus, under normal circumstances, reduce 

arousal frequency during hibernation (Thomas and Cloutier, 1992; Thomas and Geiser, 

1997; Ben-Hamo et al., 2013). However, infection dynamics may modify these 

relationships. For instance, because fluid loss across fungal lesions is an important driver 

of EWL in bats with WNS (Cryan et al., 2010; Cryan et al., 2013; McGuire et al., 2017), 

individuals in drier microclimates, which lead to less severe infection, may experience 

lower rates of EWL. This in turn could result in lower arousal frequency, and thus longer 

torpor bouts, relative to infected bats hibernating in more humid conditions (Ben-Hamo 

et al., 2013). Thus, depending on the dynamics of these competing effects, microclimates 

may influence TBL in either direction (longer or shorter torpor bouts) in bats with WNS, 

leading to small net effects that are hard to detect. Alternatively, the within-month 

variation in microclimates may not have been large enough for its effect to be detected in 

my analysis and, instead, the month variable, which was significant in the model, may 

have captured some of the temporal variation in microclimate conditions. 
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While most of my bats died before the end of the experiment, mortality was most 

likely not the result of WNS, which was still in its early stages. And consistent with my 

findings for the change in BMI and mean TBL, neither microclimate temperature nor 

dWVP significantly affected bat survival in my experiment. My hazard ratio model 

instead revealed that the mortality risk of bats that started the experiment with a lower 

BMI decreased when they expressed longer torpor bouts, while the mortality risk of bats 

with a higher BMI was consistently low regardless of their average TBL. This implies 

that a better body condition (i.e., greater fat reserves) and the expression of longer torpor 

bouts (i.e., greater energy savings) may both maximize survival in hibernating bats, as 

would be expected given the influence of BMI and TBL on hibernation energetics 

(Lyman et al., 1982; Thomas et al., 1990; Boyles and Brack, 2009; Jonasson and Willis, 

2011). These dynamics likely become more complex as WNS progresses towards a more 

advanced stage of infection. Predictions from models of Pd growth and bat energetics 

suggest that microclimate temperature (Hranac et al., 2021), humidity (Haase et al., 

2021), or both (Hayman et al., 2016; Haase et al., 2019) are important determinants of 

WNS mortality. Further, recent research demonstrates that colder hibernaculum 

temperatures are associated with lower population declines in both free-ranging and 

captive little brown myotis (Langwig et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2014; Grieneisen et al., 

2015; Hopkins et al., 2021). Together, these findings suggest that the variation in 

infection severity I observed in the early stages of WNS may be correlated with future 

pathology and mortality risk (Vredenburg et al., 2010). 
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While further work is needed to better understand how the behavior (e.g., 

microclimate selection, clustering) of free-ranging bats influences their physiological 

conditions and, ultimately, their survival, my study strongly suggests that the interplay 

between temperature, humidity, and pathogen growth explains a significant part of the 

variation observed in Pd pathogenicity among individuals. Infection with Pd appears to 

alter the normal energetic and physiological requirements of hibernating bats, rendering 

pre-WNS microclimate preferences potentially maladaptive (especially for species more 

susceptible to EWL or adapted to a narrower range of conditions) (Johnson et al., 2016). 

However, individuals have been shown to exhibit a certain level of plasticity in 

microclimate selection (e.g., Boyles et al., 2007), which is characteristic of behavioral 

traits (Bloomberg et al., 2003). Therefore, if a species’ microclimate selection is flexible 

enough, and its range of survivable conditions wide enough, individuals may benefit from 

shifting their microclimate preferences towards colder and drier roosting areas within 

hibernacula, since my study confirmed that such conditions lower Pd growth and 

infection severity in WNS-affected bats. This behavioral change may thus promote bat 

survival and allow population persistence despite widespread Pd contamination, which is 

further supported by the shift towards colder roost sites observed in several remnant bat 

colonies after the local onset of WNS in Pennsylvania (Johnson et al., 2016). Causal 

evidence of environmentally-driven variation in pathogen growth and infection severity 

in the field also highlights the importance of prioritizing winter habitat preservation and 

enhancement for the successful conservation of hibernating bats. For example, managers 

should focus conservation efforts on hibernacula where bats are most likely to survive 
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mass mortality in areas facing imminent Pd invasion, or on hibernacula most likely to 

support population recovery in areas where WNS is already widespread (Sewall et al., 

2016), which means protecting existing sites containing microclimates with low, stable 

temperatures and less humid conditions. Additionally, my results can assist managers in 

assessing the likely effectiveness of microclimate manipulation efforts in supporting wild 

bats’ responses to WNS. This strategy usually involves modifying the geomorphology of 

man-made hibernacula (Tuttle and Kennedy, 2002; Langwig et al., 2015; Sewall et al., 

2016), specifically by altering airflow at mine and tunnel entrances to render hibernating 

sites colder and/or drier, thereby reducing the availability of warmer and more humid 

microclimates within hibernacula. If enough key sites are identified and appropriately 

manipulated, then local extinctions may be prevented, and genetic diversity maintained, 

long enough for natural resistance to emerge through selection. Thus, the knowledge 

provided by this project can contribute to the long-term persistence of impacted 

populations by expanding the limited toolkit currently available to managers of bat 

colonies affected by or imminently threatened by WNS.   
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CHAPTER 3  

BAT BEHAVIORAL RESPONSES TO PSEUDOGYMNOASCUS DESTRUCTANS 

INFECTION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR POPULATION PERSISTENCE 

3.1 Introduction 

Host-pathogen interactions are central to the long-term dynamics of wildlife 

diseases. By increasing host mortality, pathogens can incur a severe fitness cost, which is 

why host-pathogen coexistence is often favored by the evolution of reduced virulence 

(De Castro and Bolker, 2005; Cressler et al., 2016). However, depending on the reservoir 

dynamics at play, pathogens sometimes maintain high virulence and still continue to 

persist, such as when they can infect multiple hosts (and where at least one host is less 

susceptible) or when they can survive outside of their hosts, via saprophytic growth or 

environmentally persistent propagules (Cressler et al., 2016). For these diseases, the risk 

of host extinction is greater (De Castro and Bolker, 2005; Fisher et al., 2012).  

White-nose syndrome (WNS), an emerging infectious disease of hibernating bats, 

is one such example. Its causal agent, the pathogenic fungus Pseudogymnoascus 

destructans (Pd) (Lorch et al., 2011; Warnecke et al., 2012), can infect multiple bat 

species (some of which exhibit resistance to WNS) (Frank et al., 2014; Frick et al., 2016) 

and can establish persistent environmental reservoirs (Lorch et al., 2013; Raudabaugh 

and Miller, 2013; Verant et al., 2018), which may both contribute to the maintenance of 

its virulence. Since its first detection in 2006, WNS has killed millions of bats (USFWS, 

2012; Coleman, 2014) and continues to spread at an alarming rate across North America 

(USFWS, 2021). While the precise mechanism by which WNS kills infected bats is still 
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obscure, death likely results from a disruption of bats’ physiology and energetics during 

hibernation (Reeder et al., 2012; Verant et al., 2014). Invasion of bats’ wing membranes 

by Pd has been shown to significantly increase energy expenditure in hibernating bats, 

which can become emaciated and dehydrated as the disease progresses, and ultimately 

die before they reach the end of the hibernation season (Cryan et al., 2010; Cryan et al., 

2013; Warnecke et al., 2013; Verant et al., 2014).  

Many wildlife diseases induce changes in host behavior, and while many of these 

changes can be either simple by-products of pathogenicity (Poulin, 1995; Toscano et al., 

2014; Adelman et al., 2017) or the result of parasitic manipulation (Chubb et al., 2010; 

Cézilly et al., 2010; Santos et al., 2011), some behavioral responses have been shown to 

improve the individual fitness of hosts by reducing transmission, decreasing pathogen 

loads, or alleviating the effects of an infection (Hart, 1990; Loehle, 1995; Moore, 2002; 

Daly and Johnson, 2011). Therefore, post-infection behavioral changes have the potential 

to ameliorate disease-induced mortality rates and host population persistence, which may 

be particularly important in cases where pathogens maintain high virulence. However, 

when it comes to emerging infectious diseases of wildlife, which are often caused by the 

recent introduction of pathogens into naïve host populations (Hart, 1990; Tompkins et al., 

2015) as is the case with WNS, shared evolutionary histories of hosts and pathogens can 

be short, thus reducing the likelihood of host behavioral adaptations. In such cases, 

animals more likely adjust their behavior through phenotypic plasticity, which allows 

individuals to modify, to some degree, their behavioral traits to suit their immediate 

conditions (Wong et al., 2015). In the context of WNS, behavioral shifts in bat colonies 
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may be crucial in slowing or accelerating the decline of bat populations over time, 

whether they occur via phenotypic plasticity by individual bats as they gain experience 

with WNS (e.g., Johnson et al., 2016) or, although less probable, via the inheritance of 

adaptive behavioral traits through potentially strong selection imposed by WNS-driven 

mass mortality events (Maslo and Fefferman, 2015).  

The behavior of Pd-infected bats during hibernation has been studied in three 

previous captive experiments (Brownlee-Bouboulis and Reeder, 2013, Wilcox et al., 

2014, Bohn et al., 2016), but conclusions are inconsistent. Brownlee-Bouboulis and 

Reeder (2013) compared the activity budget of WNS-affected bats, captured in a colony 

with multiple years of Pd infection, and naïve bats, taken from a colony with no 

experience with WNS. They recorded higher activity levels during the arousals of WNS-

affected bats, which were mainly due to a significant increase in self-grooming, as seen in 

other host-parasite systems (Hart, 1990). This behavioral difference may represent a 

beneficial change by bats to reduce fungal loads and growth when infected with Pd. 

Using energetically costly behaviors to alleviate the effects of a disease has been coined 

the 'active mitigation hypothesis' (Bohn et al., 2016). In contrast, Wilcox and associates 

(2014) found that naïve bats decreased their activity levels as a result of Pd inoculation, 

which did not affect the duration or frequency of grooming. Bohn and associates (2016) 

even found that Pd-inoculated naïve bats groomed less than controls. Together, these 

three studies suggest that, if grooming is indeed beneficial, a longer exposure to Pd may 

be required for individuals to intensify their grooming efforts, or that increased self-

grooming may be a behavioral adaptation only observed in previously exposed bat 
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populations as a result of selection. Alternatively, the reduction in activity levels 

observed in Wilcox et al. (2014) and Bohn et al. (2016) may indicate sickness behavior, 

which involves behavioral changes that potentiate host immunological responses (Hart, 

1988; Dantzer, 2001; Moore, 2002). In broad terms, infected hosts expressing sickness 

behavior enter an energy conservation mode: they become inactive, depressed, and 

sleepy, while their appetite is reduced, and their threshold for thirst is increased. 

Although these behavioral responses may appear maladaptive, evidence suggests that 

they can be part of an organized evolutionary behavioral strategy that facilitates recovery 

from infectious diseases by reallocating energy towards fighting the infection (‘sickness 

behavior hypothesis’) (Hart, 1988; Hart, 1990; Hart, 2010). 

While the few recent studies have provided the first evidence of intraspecific 

variation in the behavioral response of bats to WNS, none have comprehensively 

assessed whether previous exposure to Pd mediates behavioral responses to the disease or 

whether these responses changed across age classes. Further, none have examined 

whether behavioral changes can mitigate bats’ susceptibility to WNS. These questions are 

of critical importance for predicting the fate of remnant populations of bats in affected 

areas, and ultimately for understanding the nature, extent, and timing of conservation 

interventions needed to protect these populations. Therefore, taking advantage of an 

integrated laboratory experiment, I aimed to clarify and compare how bats from colonies 

that vary in duration of exposure to WNS and from different age classes behaviorally 

respond to the infection, and to evaluate the adaptive value of these behavioral changes in 

response to the disease by examining their effects on host fitness. I hypothesized that 
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adult bats from colonies with previous exposure to WNS are more likely to exhibit 

behavioral responses (consistent with either the active mitigation or sickness behavior 

hypotheses) that reduce Pd infection severity and host mortality than bats from colonies 

thus far unaffected by WNS. I further hypothesized that juveniles (i.e., bats born in the 

current year that have never experienced WNS) from WNS-affected colonies may be less 

susceptible to WNS than juveniles from unaffected colonies, if behavioral changes are 

inherited from their previously exposed parents. 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Ethical Approval 

This study was approved by Bucknell University’s Institutional Animal Care and 

Use Committee (Protocol No. DMR17 to D.M. Reeder), the Wisconsin Department of 

Natural Resources (Wisconsin Endangered and Threatened Species Permit 1044 to B.J. 

Sewall), and the Pennsylvania Game Commission (Pennsylvania Scientific Studies 

permit 35679 to B.J. Sewall). 

3.2.2 Bat Capture and Transport 

In November 2015, I captured a total of 130 male little brown myotis (Myotis 

lucifugus) from two hibernacula: 80 bats (N = 39 adults, N = 41 juveniles; November 3) 

were taken from a colony in Pierce County, Wisconsin (WI), where hibernating little 

brown myotis were abundant and naïve to WNS (i.e., no signs of WNS had yet been 

observed at the time of capture), and 50 more (N = 26 adults, N = 24 juveniles; 
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November 13) from a colony in Ulster County, New York (NY), which had been affected 

by Pd for eight years (hereafter referred to as previously exposed bats). I captured 

hibernating bats from their roosts either by hand or with the use of a gauze-tipped 

telescoping pole (when bats were out of reach on the walls of the hibernaculum). For 

transport, individuals were enclosed in moistened cloth bags and hung in a DC-powered 

portable refrigeration unit (Dometic Ltd., Bedfordview, South Africa) maintained at 4°C 

and high humidity to encourage torpor expression. Bats were thus driven from their 

respective site of capture to Bucknell University’s animal facility in Lewisburg, PA. 

3.2.3 Experimental Setup 

Bats were divided into four treatment groups: naïve (WI) adults (N = 24), naïve 

juveniles (N = 26), previously exposed (NY) adults (N = 26), and juveniles from the 

previously exposed colony (N = 24) (Figure 3.1), which all received an inoculation with 

5000 Pd conidia suspended in 50 µL phosphate buffered saline (PBS) with 0.05% 

Tween-20 following Johnson et al. (2014). Some bats from the WI population were also 

randomly assigned to control groups (N = 15 juveniles, N = 15 adults) after confirmation 

of Pd-negative status via quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) (Muller et al. 

2013) and control individuals received a sham inoculation (50 µL PBS + 0.05% Tween-

20); these served as a reference (Pd-untreated naïve bats) for comparative analyses. High-

resolution temperature-sensitive data loggers (WeeTags, Alpha Mach, Ste-Julie, Qc, 

Canada) were affixed to the back of each bat and programmed to record skin temperature 

(Tsk) every 10 min throughout the study to monitor hibernation arousal patterns. I also  
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of my experimental setting, including control and treatment 

groups as well as sample sizes. 

 

placed unique marking combinations on bats’ data loggers to enable individual 

identification. Each group of bats was then placed into wire-mesh enclosures within 

temperature- and humidity-controlled environmental chambers (AH36VL, Percival, 

Perry, IA) designed and set to mimic the conditions of natural bat hibernacula (i.e., 

relative humidity > 80% and constant temperature of ~4°C). Control and treatment cages 

were housed in separate chambers to avoid Pd cross-contamination. These chambers 

were opened briefly every three weeks to refill water dispensers placed at the bottom of 
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each cage and to remove dead individuals when present, which means that bats were left 

relatively undisturbed for the duration of the study. 

3.2.4 Data Collection 

I collected data from bats at three time points: at the start of the experiment 

(November 14), mid-way through hibernation (January 28), and at the end of the 

experiment (juveniles from the previously exposed colony: February 25; all other groups: 

March 31 or April 1). I decided to terminate the experiment ahead of time for the group 

of juveniles from the previously exposed colony as they suffered higher mortality than 

the other treatment groups. Their third and last data collection was thus conducted shortly 

after 50% (N = 12) of the group had died. The other treatment groups all reached the 

scheduled end of the experiment with less than 35% mortality: 17 previously exposed 

adults, 17 naïve adults, and 19 naïve juveniles survived throughout the entire study. 

At the start of the experiment, I measured forearm length with ± 0.01 mm calipers 

to determine individual body mass index (BMI; i.e., body mass in g/forearm length in 

mm) and thus monitor bats’ body condition throughout the study. For each data 

collection, I thus weighed individuals with a ± 0.01 g digital scale (Ohaus Valor 3000 

Xtreme, Parsippany, NJ), determined Pd loads (i.e., number of Pd conidia on bat’s 

wings) using swab specimens and qPCR testing (following Muller et al., 2013), and 

measured the extent of infection via processing of photographic images of bat wings 

trans-illuminated by long-wave ultraviolet (UV) light (Turner et al., 2014). Specifically, I 

photographed the wings of all bats over a 12-volt lamp 368 nm stationary UV light box 
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(Way Too Cool, Glendale, AZ) for fluorescence analysis. Photography was performed in 

a darkened room using a Canon (Tokyo, Japan) EOS REBEL T3 digital camera (F-stop 

f/5.6, ISO 100, shutter speed 2 sec) with a Canon EF 100 mm macro lens with no filter 

mounted directly above the UV light box. The orange-yellow fluorescence characteristic 

of WNS lesions was quantified on bat wing photographs using the Smart Segmentation 

tool of the image analysis software Image-Pro Premier version 9.3 (Media Cybernetics; 

Rockville, MD). Using markers, I identified representative infection and background 

samples on a subset of images, creating a segmentation recipe. The software was then 

used to apply this recipe to automate selection of infected areas on all UV photographs. I 

calculated the false positive rate using infection-free wing images from control bats. On 

average, only 0.0003% of the area was falsely categorize as infection by my 

segmentation recipe. For each wing image, I also manually selected any remaining 

infection (i.e., orange-yellow fluorescence that was not captured by the original recipe), 

when present. Percent infection area (% infected area) was calculated as the total area of 

fluorescence over the visible portion of the wing membranes.  

3.2.5 Video Analysis 

I placed high-resolution infrared video cameras (AHD-AD24H Vandal Dome 

Cameras, CCTV Camera Pros, Lantana, FL) on the side of each cage to continuously 

record captive bats in all treatment and control groups throughout the hibernation period. 

I first used my video data to pinpoint individuals’ arousals from torpor (i.e., periodic 

episodes of euthermy during which bats can resume active behaviors before returning to 
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torpor). Videos were divided into 10-min periods (i.e., 00:00-00:10, 00:10-00:20, …, 

23:40-23:50, 23:50-00:00) and the first few seconds of each period were watched by an 

observer in real-time using a high-definition digital video recorder (iDVR-PRO8M; 

CCTV Camera Pros, Lantana, FL). Whenever any movement or positional change by 

bats was observed, the recording was rewound to identify the individual arousing from 

torpor (via unique marking combinations on bats’ dataloggers) and to precisely record the 

time at which the arousal started (i.e., bat started exhibiting active behaviors such as 

crawling or grooming). The observer then watched the subsequent footage at fast-forward 

speed (normally 32X) until the end of the arousal was detected (i.e., bat stopped 

exhibiting active behaviors and returned to a torpor position - head down, wings closed 

on both sides, immobile). These steps were repeated until the start and end times of all 

arousals were recorded, and their durations calculated. For each arousal, I then quantified 

the duration of my two behaviors of interest, namely grooming and resting (which are 

two of four mutually exclusive behaviors that bats can perform during arousals, along 

with drinking and crawling/flying). Grooming was characterized as scratching (i.e., 

contact with hind foot) or biting (i.e., contact with mouth) of the wing membranes, while 

resting meant that the bat was not exhibiting any active behaviors (i.e., no grooming, 

drinking, crawling, or flying). By this definition, resting duration may also include bouts 

of sleep, which are not necessarily performed to conserve energy, but rather to restore 

homeostasis (i.e., to reduce sleep deficits) (Daan et al., 1991; Trachsel et al., 1991). 

However, sleeping bouts are still less energetically expensive than the active behaviors 

mentioned above. 
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I also used these arousal data to calculate torpor bout lengths (TBL, in days), 

which was defined as the time difference between two consecutive arousals by the same 

bat (i.e., from the end of an arousal to the start of the next one). The first (after the start of 

the experiment) and last (before termination of the experiment or time of death) torpor 

bouts expressed by an individual were discarded because TBLs for those bouts could 

have been affected by researcher disturbance. I also excluded TBLs that preceded an 

arousal caused by human disturbance (i.e., any arousal that immediately followed the 

opening of the environmental chamber for removing dead bats or changing water). Tsk 

data were also examined, but mainly to validate my video monitoring protocol for 

assessing torpor patterns, as only 16 of the 130 temperature-sensitive dataloggers yielded 

partial or complete data. For each of these 16 individuals, I fitted a smoothing spline to 

all Tsk values lower than or equal to 10 °C to determine baseline Tsk at each time point, 

following Lilley et al. 2016. Arousal episodes were then defined as periods where Tsk 

was at least 10 °C higher than the baseline value for a minimum of 20 min. When 

comparing TBL values obtained from video data with those calculated from Tsk data, I 

found that they were highly correlated (Pearson correlation coefficient > 99.9%).  

In the absence of consistent Tsk data, video recordings also enabled precise 

retrospective pinpointing of time of death for the bats that died prior to the termination of 

the experiment. Starting at the end of its last arousal, I examined the bat’s position every 

hour using video data. Movements preceding death are normally slight. Therefore, 

whenever a positional change was detected, the recording was rewound to the exact time 

at which the bat moved allowing us to verify that the positional change was indeed the 
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result of movement by that bat, rather than displacement by another bat. Such 

observations were thus recorded until the bat was removed from the cage, at which point 

death was confirmed. I defined time of death as the day on which the last movement 

exhibited by the individual bat was observed. 

3.2.6 Data Analysis 

To compare how bats from colonies that vary in duration of exposure to Pd and 

from different age classes behaviorally respond to the infection, I used linear mixed-

effects models (LMMs) [package lme4 in R (Bates et al., 2015)] with Tukey’s post-hoc 

test [package lsmeans in R (Lenth, 2016)]. Behavior (i.e., grooming or resting) duration 

per arousal was included as a response variable, and colony exposure (control, naïve, or 

previously exposed), age class (juvenile or adult), and period (early or late hibernation) 

were used as fixed effects. Bat identification was treated as a random effect to account for 

multiple measures on the same individual. 

For each individual, I calculated the average arousal, grooming, and resting 

durations, the average TBL, as well as the change in BMI (i.e., difference between the 

BMI at the end and at the start of a period) for the first (November 14 to January 28; 

“early hibernation”) and second (January 28 to March 31; “late hibernation”) period of 

the experiment. Since the juvenile group from the previously exposed colony was 

removed before the end of the study, I generated estimates of their Pd load, % infected 

area, and BMI values on March 31 via linear extrapolation. While I used these 
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extrapolated values in my analyses, replacing them with their original values yielded 

quantitatively equivalent results. 

To evaluate whether bats’ behavioral responses relate to disease outcomes and to 

assess the strength and directionality of these relationships, I used structural equation 

modeling, following Lefcheck (2016) for model specification [package piecewiseSEM in 

R (Lefcheck, 2016)]. In a structural equation model (SEM), links represent hypothesized 

causal relationships among a suite of variables, which can be tested with data to 

determine the presence of significant correlations and the strength of those correlations.  

The set of variables and links represent a unified hypothesis that can be graphically 

illustrated as a path structure diagram. The path structure shown in Figure 3.2 depicts all 

hypothesized causal relationships in my study among Pd load, % infected area, mean 

arousal duration, mean torpor bout length, the change in BMI, and the mean duration of 

my two behaviors of interest in late hibernation. Only treatment bats that survived the 

study were included in this analysis (N = 65), as Pd load, % infected area, and BMI could 

not be measured for individuals that died prior to the last data collection.  

Feedback loops may exist between some of the variables (see double-headed 

arrows on Figure 3.2); for example, a tendency to rest more during arousals could slow 

the depletion of bats’ fat reserves and thus decrease their BMI loss, but the resulting 

higher body condition could also reduce their need to conserve energy and thus cause 

them to spend less time resting. As non-recursive models could not be used in this 

analysis, I addressed these potential simultaneous causality biases by preparing a set of 

alternate candidate SEMs, each testing a different arrangement of arrows where  
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Figure 3.2. Global structural equation model depicting hypothesized causal relationships 

among Pd load, % infection area, mean arousal duration, mean torpor bout length, the 

change in BMI, and the mean duration of my two behaviors of interest (grooming, in 

orange; resting, in blue) during arousals in WNS-affected bats. Single-headed arrows 

denote unidirectional relationships among variables while double-headed arrows 

represent potential bidirectional relationships. 

 

 

bidirectional relationships hypothetically exist (e.g., resting duration → change in BMI 

vs. change in BMI → resting duration), and then evaluating which model in the set best 

explained my data. My full path structure also shows a potential loop between Pd load, % 

infected area, and grooming duration. On the one hand, higher Pd loads may cause WNS 

lesions to develop on a greater portion of the wings, causing inflammation, which in turn 

may increase the impulse to groom (Field et al., 2015). On the other hand, an increase in 

grooming duration during arousals may remove some of the spores found on bats’ wings, 
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thus decreasing their Pd load and, consequently, their % infected area. Again, I compared 

SEMs with either of these sets of causal relationships (i.e., Pd load → % infected area → 

grooming duration vs. grooming duration → Pd load → % infected area).  

I assessed global goodness-of-fit using Fisher’s C and log-likelihood χ2 statistics 

(Shipley, 2000; Shipley and Douma, 2020) and excluded candidate models whose 

hypothesized structure was not supported by the data (p < 0.05). I then used the second-

order Akaike’s Information Criterion (AICC) to select the best-fit model (Burnham and 

Anderson, 2004; Shipley, 2013; Shipley and Douma, 2020). Finally, I performed a 

multigroup analysis comparing my four treatment groups: naïve adults, naïve juveniles, 

previously exposed adults, and juveniles from the previously exposed colony [package 

piecewiseSEM in R (Lefcheck, 2016)], to test whether some of the paths of my best-fit 

SEM varied by age class or colony exposure. 

I used LMMs to confirm that the behavior-relevant relationships identified in my 

SEM held true for my full dataset of treatment bats (N = 100 bats; n = 180 observations 

over both periods). Response variables included mean grooming duration, mean arousal 

duration, and change in BMI during early and late hibernation. Using my best-fit SEM to 

inform my LMM specification, I only included upstream variables that were significantly 

related to each of the response variables. I also added, as a covariate, period (early or late 

hibernation) as well as its interaction with any other independent variable included in the 

models. Bat identification was again treated as a random effect.  

Lastly, to identify variables with significant effects on survival duration, I used 

Cox proportional-hazards models (N = 125) [package survival in R (Therneau et al., 
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2020)] including, as fixed effects, individuals’ age class and colony exposure. Change in 

BMI is the variable that is most likely to explain variation in mortality risk, but since I 

could not measure BMI for individuals that died during the experiment, I instead used 

mean arousal duration and TBL (averaged over the whole experiment), which I know can 

affect the depletion rate of bats’ fat reserves during hibernation (Verant et al., 2014, 

Czenze et al., 2017). Since the effects of these variables may depend on bats’ body 

condition when entering the experiment, I also added BMI at the start of the study as a 

covariate, along with its interaction with age class, colony exposure, mean arousal 

duration, and mean TBL. Survival was right-censored for all the bats that were alive 

when the experiment ended (February 25 for juveniles from the previously exposed 

colony; March 31 or April 1 for all other groups), meaning that individuals could have 

survived after the end of the study period had the experiment continued. 

To avoid overfitting and to account for small sample sizes, the best-fit LMM and 

Cox models, following backwards reduction, were selected using AICC (Burnham & 

Anderson, 2004). Only models that fit assumptions [package redres (Goode, 2019) for 

LMM models and packages survival (Therneau et al., 2020) and survminer (Kassambara 

et al., 2019) for Cox models in R] were considered. All analyses were completed with R 

version 3.6.1 statistical software (R Core Team, 2019).  

3.3 Results 

Every Pd-treated bat from both naïve and previously exposed colonies developed 

the UV-fluorescent lesions characteristic of WNS during the study; mean % infected area 
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at the end of the experiment was 5.2 ± 5.0% for treatment bats and 0.0 ± 0.0% for control 

bats. I identified a total of 575 arousals in early hibernation and 345 arousals in late 

hibernation. On average, treatment bats groomed more than controls during arousals, but 

only significantly so in juveniles (Figure 3.3; Table B1 of Appendix B). Juveniles from 

the naïve and previously exposed colonies also groomed more than adults from their 

respective colonies, although this was not significant for bats from the previously 

exposed colony in late hibernation. Finally, patterns of variation in grooming across 

groups remained fairly constant during the experiment as none of the groups’ mean 

grooming durations during early hibernation were significantly different from those 

exhibited in late hibernation. Meanwhile, variation in resting behavior was very limited 

across groups in both periods (Table B2). In early hibernation, none of the treatment 

groups exhibited significantly higher mean resting durations than controls. Moreover, 

while most treatment groups (naïve adults, previously exposed adults, and juveniles from 

the previously exposed colony), contrary to control groups, rested significantly more in 

late hibernation than they did in early hibernation, they still did not differ from controls. 

My best-fit SEM (Fisher’s C = 19.18, p = 0.742; Figure 3.4) revealed that the 

sequence of relationships [Pd load → % infected area → grooming duration] was better 

supported than the alternative [grooming duration → Pd load → % infected area], with 

grooming duration being directly affected by % infected area (standardized 

estimate = 0.31, p = 0.038) and potentially indirectly affected by Pd load via % infected 

area (combined standardized estimate = 0.08, p = 0.093). My model also supported an 

effect of grooming duration on the change in BMI, mediated by arousal duration 
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Figure 3.3. Grooming (A) and resting (B) duration per arousal by age class and colony 

exposure to Pd, in early and late hibernation. For every group, squares and error bars 

represent least-square means and 95% confidence intervals, respectively. Sample sizes 

indicate the number of arousals for each group, with the first value corresponding to 

arousals by adults, and the second value, by juveniles. Different superscript letters 

throughout hibernation indicate significant differences (Tukey’s test, p < 0.05; panels A 

and B show independent analyses).  
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Figure 3.4. Results from the best-fit SEM. Black arrows indicate significant paths, and 

their thickness reflects the magnitude of the relationship; grey arrows denote non-

significant paths. Values represent standardized parameter estimates and superscripts 

indicate the level of significance: ***p < 0.001, *p < 0.05, †p < 0.1. 

 

 

 (combined standardized estimate = -0.49, p < 0.001), where more grooming led to longer 

arousals, which in turn increased BMI loss. A significant path from % infected area to 

TBL was also found (standardized estimate = -0.49, p < 0.001), but all other remaining 

paths were not significant. So, while a path from resting duration to change in BMI was 

included in my best-fit model (rather than a path in the opposite direction), the global 

relationship (i.e., for all treatment groups combined) was not strongly supported 

(standardized estimate = 0.14, p = 0.293). However, the multigroup analysis showed that, 

contrary to all other treatment groups, the resting duration exhibited by juveniles from the 
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previously exposed colony seemed to significantly affect their change in BMI 

(standardized estimate = 0.94, p = 0.024; Figure B1 of Appendix B). 

The behavior-relevant relationships inferred by my SEM analysis were all 

corroborated when examining my full dataset of treatment bats (Table B3). My best-fit 

models confirmed a positive correlation between mean grooming duration and % infected 

area (LMM, β = 5.442, p = 0.011; Table B4), where individuals that were more severely 

infected groomed more during arousals (Figure 3.5), and between mean arousal duration 

and mean grooming duration (LMM, β = 1.024, p < 0.001; Table B5), where bats that 

groomed more exhibited longer arousals (Figure 3.5), on average. My best-fit model for 

the change in BMI meanwhile confirmed a negative correlation with bats’ mean arousal 

duration, with the relationship being restricted to the late-hibernation period (LMM, β = -

3.677 x 10-4, p = 0.001; Table B6), during which bats that remained aroused for longer 

periods of time lost more of their BMI (Figure 3.5). Period was also a significant 

predictor of bats’ mean arousal duration (LMM, β = 5.685, p = 0.041; Table B5) and 

change in BMI (LMM, β = -4.208 x 10-2, p < 0.001; Table B6), and accounted for the 

slightly longer arousals and the greater BMI loss exhibited in late hibernation.  

Out of 130 bats, 48 (~37%) died in the course of the study. Based on my best-fit 

model, mean arousal duration was the only significant predictor of bats’ mortality risk. 

Specifically, the ln(hazard ratio), or bats’ mortality risk, was positively correlated with 

their mean arousal duration (Cox proportional hazards model, p = 0.013; Table B7), 

indicating that bats characterized by longer arousals were more likely to die (Figure 3.6). 
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Figure 3.5. The relationship between (A) % infected area and mean grooming duration 

per arousal, (B) mean grooming duration per arousal and mean arousal duration, and (C) 

mean arousal duration and change in BMI during early and late hibernation. For the 

change in BMI, negative values indicate BMI loss. The blue line indicates the expected 

value, the gray band shows the 95% confidence interval for the expected value, and the 

black dots are partial residuals from linear mixed-effects models. Late-hibernation data 

points were used to generate plots (A) and (B).  
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Figure 3.6. The relationship between bats’ mortality risk, represented as ln(hazard ratio), 

and mean arousal duration. Higher values on the y-axis represent a higher daily rate of 

mortality. The blue line indicates the expected value, the gray band shows the 95% 

confidence interval for the expected value, and the black dots are partial residuals from 

the Cox proportional hazards model. 

  

3.4 Discussion 

My study confirmed a tendency for treatment bats to spend more time grooming 

during arousals than controls, irrespective of their colony’s past exposure to Pd, which 

suggests that this behavioral shift does not require previous experience with the disease, 

nor that it results from selection on standing genetic variation. Instead, increased 
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grooming may be an immediate plastic response to WNS that can be exhibited even upon 

a first exposure to the pathogen. This result does not in itself disprove the ‘active 

mitigation hypothesis’, under which energetically costly behaviors are used to mitigate 

the infection; grooming, in either naïve or previously exposed bats, could hypothetically 

be beneficial to Pd-infected bats if it reduces the number of conidia germinating and 

invading bats’ epidermis (SEM pathways: grooming duration → Pd load → % infected 

area). While this strategy has mainly been studied in mammals with macroparasites (e.g., 

lice, mites, or ticks) (Hart and Hart, 1988; Hart, 1990; Mooring et al., 1996; Eckstein and 

Hart, 2000), I had hypothesized that it could potentially prove effective against 

microparasites as well, particularly cutaneous fungal pathogens.  

However, my data better supported the alternative scenario, in which a higher 

degree of wing colonization (i.e., higher Pd loads) increases the extent of skin erosion on 

bats’ wing membranes (i.e., higher % infected area), which in turn leads to heightened 

grooming efforts (SEM pathways: Pd load → % infected area → grooming duration). 

The latter relationship was also corroborated by my LMMs on the full dataset of 

treatment bats, which showed a positive correlation between mean grooming duration and 

% infected area, where the more severe the infection, the more grooming individuals 

performed. This may account for the higher grooming levels recorded in Pd-inoculated 

juveniles as they suffered higher % infected area than adults (treatment adults: 3.00 ± 

2.11 %, treatment juveniles: 8.12 ± 6.22 %; mean ± SD; Sewall et al., in prep); the lower 

levels of infection in adults may also explain why their average grooming duration was 

not significantly different from that of controls. This behavioral change by infected 
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juveniles may be explained by the innate anti-fungal response set off by WNS. 

Specifically, Pd invasion has been shown to trigger acute local inflammation during 

arousals from torpor (Field et al., 2018), where gene expression is increased for certain 

inflammatory cytokines and chemokines (Field et al., 2015), which have been shown to 

act as pruritogens (i.e., substances that cause itching) (Storan et al., 2015). It is thus likely 

that infected bats bite and scratch their wing membranes in an attempt to relieve the 

discomfort caused by WNS lesions, and that the more lesions they have, the stronger the 

impulse to groom becomes.  

Not only did my analysis identify grooming duration as being a function of 

infection levels, but it also revealed it to be a maladaptive response to the disease. More 

precisely, grooming duration appears to contribute to BMI loss, through its effect on 

arousal duration. While being an obligate part of the hibernation phenotype (e.g., 

allowing for metabolic waste clearing (Fisher, 1964), restoration of electrolyte 

homeostasis (Fisher and Manery, 1964; Clausen and Storesund, 1971), reduction of sleep 

deficit (Daan et al., 1991; Trachsel et al., 1991), reinitiation of immune responses 

(Prendergast et al., 2002), etc.), periodic arousals from torpor, during which both body 

temperature and metabolism are restored to euthermic levels (Geiser, 2004; Geiser, 

2013), are energetically costly, accounting for most of hibernators’ over-winter energy 

expenditure (Kayser, 1965; Wang, 1978; Thomas et al., 1990; Dunbar and Tomasi, 2006; 

Karpovich et al., 2009). Therefore, as more grooming led to longer arousals in Pd-

infected bats, most likely to accommodate the time needed to perform the behavior, this 

behavioral change in turn accelerated fat store depletion in late hibernation. My hazard 
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ratio model further implied that bats’ mortality risk increased when they expressed, on 

average, longer arousals during the experiment, again most likely as a result of the 

associated energetic costs. Prolonged arousals have already been observed in a remnant 

population of WNS-affected little brown myotis in New York (Lilley et al., 2016) and 

have been hypothesized to increase bats’ ability to respond to the infection, by allowing 

more time for immune responses or Pd inhibition while euthermic, for instance. Indeed, 

in the same way that hibernators adjust their torpor bout length or torpid body 

temperature to optimize torpor expression based on a balance between their winter fat 

reserves and their physiological imperatives, modifying arousal duration has also been 

posited as an important determinant of hibernating bats’ energy budgets (Czenze et al., 

2017). However, my study demonstrated that prolonged arousals could also be part of a 

maladaptive sequence of responses preceded by Pd skin invasion and increased 

grooming, and followed closely by BMI loss and, potentially, death.  

 Under the ‘sickness behavior hypothesis’, I would expect Pd-inoculated bats to 

rest for longer periods of time during arousals and to minimize the use of active 

behaviors, such as grooming, hence maximizing energy conservation. Contrary to 

predictions, variation in resting duration across the different groups was very limited and, 

on average, infected individuals did not rest more than healthy bats. The only significant 

pattern was detected across periods, where the mean resting duration for most treatment 

groups was higher in late hibernation than it was in early hibernation. This trend may 

reflect an attempt by bats to reduce energy expenses as fat reserves become depleted with 

time but, since treatment bats do not differ from controls in late hibernation, sickness 
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behavior is presumably not at play. Furthermore, the expression of high levels of 

grooming throughout the study, particularly in juveniles, also appears incompatible with 

this hypothesis. 

My SEM model did not confirm an effect of resting duration on the change in 

BMI in any of the treatment groups, with the exception of juveniles from the previously 

exposed colony. In their case, the longer they rested during arousals, the smaller their 

BMI loss was. Although not significantly different, the mean resting duration for 

juveniles from the previously exposed colony was much higher than that of any other 

group in late hibernation, and there was also considerably more variance in the duration 

of their behavior. This may be due to the fact that several individuals reached moribund 

status prior to the group’s removal from the experiment, precluding them from exhibiting 

almost any active behaviors. Therefore, while I cannot exclude the possibility that these 

results are indicative of sickness behavior, they more likely ensue from lethargy induced 

by the depletion of bats’ fat stores. I argue that to be consistent with sickness behavior, a 

change in resting duration should have been exhibited sooner after the onset of the 

disease, as observed in Bohn et al. (2016); otherwise, the behavioral change may be 

insufficient in alleviating the fitness impacts of the infection or in preventing mortality.  

In contrast to my results and those of Brownlee-Bouboulis and Reeder (2013), 

who also recorded increased grooming in WNS-affected bats, Wilcox et al. (2014) and 

Bohn et al. (2016) both detected a significant decrease in activity levels during arousals 

from torpor, leading them to conclude that Pd infection may prompt a sickness behavior 

response in diseased bats. Clear differences in their experimental design distinguish the 
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three studies and were hypothesized by Bohn et al. (2016) to cause the seemingly 

contrary behavioral responses: for their treatment group, Brownlee-Bouboulis and Reeder 

(2013) used bats from a colony with multiple years of exposure to Pd, which were 

naturally infected in the wild before they were captured, whereas Wilcox et al. (2014) and 

Bohn et al. (2016) experimentally inoculated bats from a naïve colony, using Pd isolates. 

However, I was able to demonstrate that neither the colony’s past exposure to Pd nor the 

method of infection (naturally infected vs. experimental inoculation) explains the 

different results obtained, as previously exposed and naïve bats, in the course of my 

experiment, behaved similarly once inoculated with Pd.  

All previous behavioral studies of WNS-affected bats relied on motion-sensing 

technology to detect bat activity during arousals, which means that euthermic individuals 

that did not trigger the camera were assumed to be inactive. My trials with this 

technology taught us that cameras were not always sensitive enough to detect slight 

movements, such as those exhibited during grooming bouts, which could bias the 

measurement of activity budgets. However, I recorded the entire study (~ 4.5 months), 

which allowed us to identify, and score in their entirety, every arousal performed during 

the experiment, ensuring a more reliable determination of behavioral variation across 

groups. Therefore, the potential bias induced by the use of motion-sensing technology 

still does not explain why my results confirmed those of Brownlee-Bouboulis and Reeder 

(2013), but differed from those of Wilcox et al. (2014) and Bohn et al. (2016). 

Alternatively, colonies’ geographic location may better account for the different 

results obtained. Wilcox et al. (2014) and Bohn et al. (2016) both captured their bats from 
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colonies in central Manitoba, Canada, which is much closer to M. lucifugus’ northern 

range limit than any of the capture sites used by Brownlee-Bouboulis and Reeder (2013) 

(control group: western Kentucky; treatment group: southwestern Pennsylvania) or in this 

study (control groups: western Wisconsin; treatment groups: western Wisconsin and 

southeastern New York). Northern bat populations may face greater environmental 

challenges than their southern counterparts (Humphries et al., 2002; Humphries et al., 

2004; Lausen and Barclay, 2006), namely a shorter active season, a longer and colder 

winter season, and shorter and colder late-summer and fall nights, which leave 

individuals with lower prey availability, a smaller window for pre-hibernation fattening, 

and the need to deposit greater fat reserves to survive through the hibernation period 

(Racey at al., 1987; Hickey and Fenton, 1996; McGuire et al., 2016). These conditions 

likely influence bats’ hibernation energetics, which could affect their behavioral 

responses to infections, such as their propensity for sickness behavior. Additionally, 

differences in geographic locations suggest that genetic structure can be a significant 

factor among little brown myotis sampled for these studies (Davy et al., 2015). Therefore, 

individuals taken from areas that are closer in distance are more likely to share behavioral 

traits, which I know can be heritable (e.g., Dingemanse et al., 2002; Owen-Ashley et al., 

2008).  

Overall, my results suggest that WNS-affected bats, or at the very least those from 

colonies in the Midwestern and Northeastern United States, neither successfully mitigate 

the infection through increased activity, nor exhibit sickness behavior to save energy. 

Instead, their behavioral responses, and specifically their tendency to increase grooming 
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levels, appear maladaptive and may contribute to WNS-induced mortality. Indeed, I 

provided the first evidence of mechanistic links between Pd infection, behavioral change, 

torpor patterns, and host fitness. Specifically, higher infection levels may cause bats to 

groom longer, which may prolong euthermic arousals, in turn accelerate the depletion of 

fat reserves, and ultimately increase mortality risk. This implies that juveniles may be 

more vulnerable to WNS, given that they suffer higher skin erosion rates (Sewall et al., in 

prep) and exhibit higher grooming levels than adults when infected with Pd. As juvenile 

recruitment is a key demographic parameter, this could have severe implications for 

population decline or recovery (Gotelli, 1998). Finally, the fact that, eight years after Pd 

was first detected in their hibernaculum, bats from the previously exposed colony still 

exhibit the same seemingly maladaptive behavioral response to Pd as naïve bats implies 

that neither selection imposed by the initial WNS-driven mass mortality nor repeated 

exposure to Pd in the years following the initial infection brought about beneficial 

(evolutionary or plastic) changes to the behavior (i.e., activity patterns) of bats during 

arousals from torpor. From a conservation standpoint, this suggests that management 

actions may be required, at least in the short term, to ensure the persistence of bat 

colonies and allow them more time to naturally develop resistance or tolerance to WNS.  
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CHAPTER 4  

PERSISTENT DECLINES IN WHITE-NOSE SYNDROME-AFFECTED  

LITTLE BROWN MYOTIS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MANAGEMENT  

OF REMNANT POPULATIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

The past few decades have witnessed an increasing number of emerging 

infectious diseases in wildlife populations (Daszak et al., 2000; Cunningham et al., 2017). 

Emerging infectious diseases, which can cause massive and rapid mortality events 

capable of driving host species to extinction (De Castro and Bolker, 2005; Smith et al., 

2006), thus pose a serious threat to global biodiversity (Daszak et al., 2000;). Of special 

concern are diseases caused by the emergence of previously unknown pathogenic fungi 

(Fisher et al., 2012). Indeed, emerging fungal infections are responsible for widespread 

population declines across diverse animal taxa, including corals (e.g., sea-fan 

aspergillosis caused by Aspergillus sydowii) (Kim and Harvell, 2004), bees (e.g., Nosema 

fungi associated with colony collapse disorder) (Cameron et al., 2011), amphibians (e.g., 

chytridiomycosis caused by Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis) (Berger et al., 1998), and 

snakes (e.g., snake fungal disease caused by Ophidiomyces ophiodiicola) (Allender et al., 

2015). The severity of some of these declines highlights the need for urgent conservation 

interventions, which can be facilitated by demographic analyses of affected populations’ 

short-term response to the pathogen (Scott, 1988; Dobson and Foufopoulos, 2001).  

The lack of quantitative estimates of demographic rates, however, can hinder the 

precise assessment of population dynamics in many species, as seen in bats (O’Shea et 
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al., 2004; O’Donnell, 2009). The emergence of white-nose syndrome (WNS), an EID of 

eastern North American hibernating bats caused by the fungal pathogen 

Pseudogymnoascus destructans (Pd) (Lorch et al., 2011; Warnecke et al., 2012), has 

since exacerbated the need for a better understanding of bat populations’ survival and 

reproductive rates, as the fate of remnant colonies of affected bats remains uncertain. 

Indeed, with more than 90% declines observed in many Pd-infected colonies and millions 

of bats killed since the onset of the disease in 2006 (USFWS, 2012), several species face 

a high risk of regional extirpation (Frick et al., 2010a; Thogmartin et al., 2013; Frick et 

al., 2015; Cheng et al., 2021).  

While previous demographic models of WNS-affected bat colonies have provided 

us with a useful assessment of early population-level responses and their potential impact 

on the probability of species persistence (Frick et al., 2010b; Thogmartin et al., 2012; 

Thogmartin et al., 2013; Maslo et al., 2015), some crucial population parameters remain 

undefined. Our lack of knowledge of juvenile bats’ responses to WNS, for instance, has 

prevented us from generating clear estimates of juvenile survival. Therefore, while bats 

continue to reproduce in contaminated areas (Reichard et al., 2014), it is still unknown 

whether juvenile bats sufficiently recruit into the adult population, which can 

significantly affect population decline or recovery (Gotelli, 1998).  

Despite the severe impacts of WNS on populations of hibernating bats and the 

resulting conservation urgency, few management techniques are currently available to 

ameliorate WNS, or reduce or prevent environmental exposure of bats to Pd. Several 

options are now under study (e.g., Hoyt et al., 2015; Cheng et al., 2016; Wilcox and 
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Willis, 2016; Hoyt et al., 2019; Rocke et al., 2019), but many of them focus on treating 

the hosts rather than targeting the environmental reservoir of Pd. Given both the immense 

task of directly treating individual bats in sufficient numbers every year and the fact that 

Pd is a sapronotic pathogen that can replicate and persist in the environment in the 

absence of its hosts (Raudabaugh and Miller, 2013; Reynold and Barton, 2014), 

attempting to control or slow the growth of Pd is arguably a more effective approach to 

managing WNS (Kuris et al., 2014). But a more precise evaluation of the expected effects 

of different management actions on populations’ trajectories would help identify 

strategies most likely to promote short-term population growth and, subsequently, long-

term stabilization or recovery. 

In his study, I investigated the population dynamics of remnant colonies of a 

once-common North American bat species, the little brown myotis (Myotis lucifugus) 

(Frick et al., 2010a; Ingersoll et al., 2013), which I recently studied in captivity to 

examine the specific responses of juveniles to WNS (Sewall et al., in prep). Using these 

new data, I implemented a stochastic, stage-based matrix projection model to evaluate 1) 

the likeliness of population persistence in Pd-contaminated areas in the absence of 

management and 2) the effectiveness of two promising types of management actions in 

promoting the conservation of affected colonies. Specifically, these interventions would 

target Pd growth in bat hibernacula, either via environmental control, by directly treating 

bat roosting structures (e.g., polyethylene glycol 8000 (PEG) (Overton et al., 2016; 

Sewall et al., in prep) or UV light (Palmer et al., 2018)), or via microclimate 
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manipulation, with the goal of decreasing or stabilizing hibernaculum temperatures 

(Sewall et al., 2016; Turner et al., 2021; Gagnon et al., in prep or CHAPTER 1). 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Population Projection Models 

To assess the effect of survival on the population dynamics of little brown myotis, 

specifically considering the availability of new data on juvenile mortality risk in the 

context of WNS (Sewall et al. in prep; or as described in Chapter 2), I developed a stage-

structured matrix model (Figure 4.1; Lefkovitch, 1965; Caswell, 2001) based on two age-

dependent stages: first-year females (i.e., females born the previous summer and 

hibernating for the first time; subscript 1), which roughly corresponds to the juvenile 

period, and post-first-year females (subscript 2): 

[
𝑁1

𝑁2
]

𝑡+1

=      [

1

2
𝑆1𝐵1𝐹𝑒

1

2
𝑆2𝐵𝐴2𝐹𝑒

𝑆1 𝑆2

]  [
𝑁1

𝑁2
]

𝑡

 

where S represents female survival, B, the probability that females will breed, Fe, 

fecundity (i.e., held at a constant of Fe = 1 for both age classes since little brown myotis, 

which are sexually mature by the end of their first summer, normally give birth to a 

single pup annually (Watt and Fenton, 1995; Frick et al., 2010a)), and N, the total number 

of individuals. The reproductive effort (𝑆𝐵𝐹𝑒) was halved as the sex ratio of pups born 

each year was assumed to be 1:1. Breeding vital rates were assigned values of 0.95 ± 0.03 

for post-first-year females(𝐵2) and 0.36 ± 0.02 for first-year females (𝐵1) based on 

published estimates from 15 years of pre-WNS mark-recapture data at a maternity colony  
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Figure 4.1. Female-based life cycle for my little brown myotis population model, with 

two age-dependent stages: first-year and post-first-year females. Survival of first-year 

females (S1) is from birth to the end of their first year of life (i.e., through their first 

swarming, hibernation, and gestation periods, if reproductive during their first year), after 

which females become post-first year, with their own survival parameter (S2). The 

probability that females breed is also dependent on age class (B1 for first-year, and B2 for 

post-first-year females). Fe, their fecundity, is held at a constant of Fe = 1 for both age 

classes since little brown myotis, which are sexually mature by the end of their first 

summer, normally give birth to a single pup annually. The reproductive effort for both 

first-year (S1 x B1 x Fe) and post-first-year (S2 x B2 x Fe) females is halved as the sex ratio 

of pups born each year is assumed to be 1:1.  

 

 

(Frick et al., 2010b), assuming no effect of WNS on females’ propensity to reproduce 

(Ineson, 2020).  

I used an initial vector of 280 first-year females (𝑁1) and 720 post-first-year 

females (𝑁2), for a total of 1000 individuals, based on little brown myotis’ age structure 

estimates generated from late-summer netting data, both from before (1999-2009) and 
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after WNS (2012-2019) (B.J. Sewall, G.G. Turner, and M.R. Scafini, unpublished). I 

projected my population over 50 years, starting a year after the initial WNS-induced mass 

mortality (Langwig et al., 2015; Maslo et al., 2015). For the first four years of my 

projections, I used 𝑆2 estimates from mark-recapture data collected just prior to spring 

emergence at a hibernaculum in New Jersey (Maslo et al., 2015). These 𝑆2 parameters 

were estimated during four consecutive years, starting one year after WNS detection at 

the site (Maslo et al., 2015). Beyond these first four years, I allowed 𝑆2 to gradually 

increase until year 8, by which point survival seems to stabilize in little brown myotis 

colonies (Ineson, 2020). I considered two different survival scenarios: a low survival 

scenario and a high survival scenario, where 𝑆2 was allowed to gradually ameliorate until 

it reached, by year 8, the average value of 0.77 ± 0.03 (Frick et al., 2010b) or 0.88 ± 0.03 

(Ineson, 2020), respectively.  

I included demographic stochasticity, which accounts for the random temporal 

fluctuations in N caused by the chance nature of mortality and reproduction, via a 

binomial random variable with a probability of success equal to the parameter value, 

which I used to generate vital rates (Runge et al. 2007). To model environmental 

stochasticity, or the unpredictability of environmental conditions, in my simulations, I 

also adjusted vital rates by randomly drawing from a uniform distribution derived from 

the means and variances of each parameter (Thogmartin et al., 2013). I set the quasi-

extirpation threshold at N = 50 individuals (Thogmartin et al., 2013) and ran 10,000-

iteration Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations to generate mean yearly 

growth rates (λ) and N [package BatTool in R (Erickson et al., 2014)].  
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4.2.2 First-Year Female Survival Estimation 

To quantify differences in mortality risk across age classes, I used new WNS 

severity data collected from first-year and post-first-year little brown myotis during an 

overwinter captive study (Sewall et al., in prep; or see CHAPTER 3). Precisely, I used a 

Cox proportional-hazards model (n = 100) [package survival in R (Therneau et al., 2020)] 

to examine the general effect of % infected area (i.e., the % of bats’ wing membranes 

affected by WNS lesions) at mid-hibernation on bat mortality risk, where survival was 

right-censored for all the bats that were alive when the experiment ended, meaning that 

individuals could have died after the end of the study period. The hazard ratio associated 

with bats’ % infected area was then used to inform the relationship between first-year and 

post-first-year survival in the context of WNS, which was adapted from the estimated 

pre-WNS relationship presented in Frick et al. (2010b), where first-year survival is 

considered a constant proportion (0.47) of post-first-year survival. 

4.2.3 PEG Treatment Experiment 

I conducted a small-scale controlled field experiment to quantify the efficacy of a 

PEG treatment in reducing WNS severity, by studying adult male little brown myotis in 

semi-natural conditions throughout the 2019-2020 hibernation season. A total of 13 bats 

were housed in cages within an abandoned mine in Pennsylvania, which were inoculated 

with a local strain of Pd prior to placement of bats to simulate environmental transfer of 

Pd to bats from hibernaculum substrates. Half of the cages were treated with PEG, while 

the other half of the cages received a sham treatment (i.e., water). I came back to the site 
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for my first data collection visit at the end of November, 8 weeks after the start of the 

experiment, and returned three more times following my first data collection visit, at 3-

week intervals. Each time, I assessed individuals’ extent of WNS lesions (through UV 

fluorescence). 

4.2.4 Vital Rate Sensitivity Analyses 

For vital rate sensitivity analyses, I targeted two potential management strategies 

(i.e., environmental control and microclimate manipulation). My matrix model was thus 

adjusted to reflect the likely amelioration in survival caused by the implementation of 

each of the two management actions. To do so, I estimated their potential effect on 

survival using results from two controlled field experiments, the first one, described 

above, testing the efficacy of a PEG treatment and the second one assessing the effects of 

microclimate variation on bat responses to WNS (Gagnon et al. in prep; or as described in 

CHAPTER 2). Each one was used to assess the change in % infected area caused by the 

following hypothetical interventions (see 4.3.1 Mortality risk assessments in 4.3 Results): 

1) after a PEG treatment is applied to hibernaculum substrates or 2) after the 

hibernaculum is cooled by ~2°C (which represents the average cooling achieved in a 

successful hibernacula manipulation study; Turner et al., 2021). I then related the change 

in % infected area to bats’ mortality risk and modified my survival parameters 

accordingly, after ensuring that they all fell within the range of values normally measured 

in the wild (e.g., Frick et al., 2010b; Schorr and Siemers, 2021). Finally, I calculated the 

cumulative λ and the change in population size (ΔN) for my simulated colonies by 
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projecting them through my modified yearly matrix. To assess the demographic 

consequences of delaying management actions, I started vital rate perturbations in year 1 

or in year 15 of my projections, which ran for 50 years. Again, I ran 10,000 iterations of 

my MCMC simulations, under both low and high survival scenarios and, as before, 

incorporated both demographic and environmental stochasticity. All analyses were 

completed with R version 4.1.1 statistical software (R Core Team 2021). 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Mortality Risk Assessments 

The % infected area was a significant predictor of mortality risk in my Cox 

proportional hazards model and, when augmented by 1%, increased the probability of 

death by 42% (hazard ratio (HR) = eβx = e0.35*1 = 1.42) during hibernation. On average, 

Pd-inoculated first-year bats exhibited 0.57 % more infected area than post-first-year 

bats, which suggests an increase in mortality risk of 22 % (HR = e0.35*0.57 = 1.22) 

associated with WNS (hereafter added to the pre-WNS (multiplicative) reduction in first-

year survival: 𝑆𝐽 = 0.47𝑆𝐴; Frick et al. 2010b) (Table 4.1). Based on my field 

experiments, PEG treatment and hibernacula cooling led to 2.83 % and 2.48 % less 

infection during hibernation, respectively, which reduced bats’ probability of death by 63 

% (HR = e0.35*(-2.83) = 0.37) and 58% (HR = e0.35*(-2.48) = 0.42) (Table 4.1). 
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Table 4.1. Mortality risk assessments and their associated equations, which are used to 

modify the matrix model based on the effect of age class (for initial population 

projection models), PEG treatment, and hibernaculum cooling (for vital rate sensitivity 

models) on survival. 

S parameters 
compared 

∆ % 
infected 
area (x)  

HR 
(eβx)1 

Equation2 References 

SJ vs SA 0.57% 1.22 
SJ = 0.47*1.22*SA

2 - 
0.47*1.22*SA 

Frick et al. 2010b;                       
Sewall et al. in prep 

SPEG vs SSHAM
3 -2.83% 0.37 SPEG = 0.37*SSHAM + 0.63  

SCOLD vs SWARM
4 -2.48% 0.42 SCOLD = 0.42*SWARM + 0.58 Gagnon et al. in prep 

1HR stands for hazard ratio and equals eβx, where β = 0.35.  
2Equations linking the two S parameters: S2 = HR*S1 + (1-HR) (Brooker 2007).  
3SPEG vs SSHAM compares survival with and without PEG 
treatment.  
4SCOLD vs SWARM compares survival with or without hibernaculum cooling.  

 

4.3.2 Population Projections Without Management 

Both survival scenarios led to long-term population decreases in colonies of little 

brown myotis affected by WNS. I predicted annual declines of 13 % (i.e., mean 

λ converging to 0.87) under my low survival scenario. The median time to extirpation 

(i.e., year by which the majority of simulated populations became extirpated) was 

estimated at 23 years after the detection of WNS (Figure 4.2), and by year 32, all 

simulated populations had decreased below 50 individuals. Under my high survival 

scenario, λ converged to 0.91 (i.e., 9% annual declines), which somewhat slowed the 

population decline. As a result, the median time to extirpation was reached 9 years later 
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(within 32 years of WNS emergence) and all simulated populations had passed the 

extirpation threshold by year 42 (Figure 4.2). 

 

Figure 4.2. Projected trajectories for populations of little brown myotis based on two 

scenarios: low (A) and high (B) survival. Gray areas represent 95% confidence intervals, 

and the horizontal dashed line indicates the extirpation threshold. 

 

4.3.3 Management Actions Implemented One Year After WNS Emergence 

Under the high survival scenario, both management actions, when implemented 

on year 1, prevented any further decline (assuming the WNS invasion front caused 

declines in year 0) and resulted in marked positive growth (Figure 4.3). While the 

environmental control brought about the greatest ∆N (Table 4.2), both interventions 

generated relatively high λ values (environmental control: 1.05; microclimate  
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Figure 4.3. Projected trajectories for populations of little brown myotis under the high 

survival scenario, with two different management actions (environmental control in 

magenta; microclimate manipulation in blue) implemented one year after WNS detection. 

Gray areas represent 95% confidence intervals, and the horizontal dashed line indicates 

the extirpation threshold.  

 

 

manipulation: 1.04). Under the low survival scenario, the two management actions were 

not as successful (Table 4.2): while the environmental control allowed the population size 

to stay stable (λ ≈ 1.00), the microclimate manipulation caused the population to decrease 

by half 50 years post-WNS (Figure 4.4). However, irrespective of the type of 

intervention, all simulated populations persisted for the duration of the simulation, 

meaning that both management options appeared to eliminate colonies’ risk of 

extirpation, at least for the first 50 years following WNS emergence. 
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Table 4.2. Sensitivity analysis results for each survival scenario, based upon two 

management actions implemented one year after the detection of WNS. ∆N values 

represent the average change in population size and λ, the cumulative annual 

population growth rate, from year 1 to year 50. 
 

 Management action implemented in year 1 
 PEG treatment Microclimate manipulation 
 (63% decrease in mortality) (58% decrease in mortality) 
 ∆N λ ∆N λ 
High survival 8718 1.05 4870 1.04 
Low survival 37 1.00 -525 0.98 
 

 

Figure 4.4. Projected trajectories for populations of little brown myotis under the low 

survival scenario, with two different management actions (environmental control in 

magenta; microclimate manipulation in blue) implemented one year after WNS detection. 

Gray areas represent 95% confidence intervals, and the horizontal dashed line indicates 

the extirpation threshold.  
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4.3.4 Management Actions Implemented 15 Years After WNS Emergence 

Either management action, when implemented 15 years after the onset of WNS, 

caused populations to revert to positive growth under the high survival scenario (Table 

4.3; Figure 4.5), with no risk of extirpation. Specifically, the colony with environmental 

control and the one with microclimate manipulation returned to their original size of 1000 

individuals by year 44 and 50, respectively. Under the low survival scenario, both 

colonies were also likely to persist for (at least) 50 years following the detection of WNS 

(Figure 4.6). In contrast with the first scenario, however, the population trajectory 

showed a non-zero probability of extirpation by year 34 with the environmental control 

despite a stable population growth rate (λ ≈ 1.00), and by year 28 with the microclimate 

manipulation (with λ converging to 0.99). By year 50, 5% of the simulated populations 

had become extirpated with the environmental control, and 16%, with the microclimate 

manipulation. 

 

Table 4.3. Sensitivity analysis results for each survival scenario, based upon two 

management actions implemented 15 years after the detection of WNS. ∆N values 

represent the average change in population size and λ, the cumulative annual 

population growth rate, from year 15 to year 50. 

  Management action implemented in year 15 
 PEG treatment Microclimate manipulation 
 (63% decrease in mortality) (58% decrease in mortality) 
 ∆N λ ∆N λ 

High survival 1038 1.05 663 1.04 

Low survival 15 1.00 -56 0.99 
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Figure 4.5. Projected trajectories for populations of little brown myotis under the high 

survival scenario, with two different management actions (environmental control in 

magenta; microclimate manipulation in blue) implemented 15 years after WNS detection. 

Gray areas represent 95% confidence intervals. The horizontal dashed line and vertical 

dotted line indicate the extirpation threshold and the management implementation year, 

respectively.  

 

4.4 Discussion 

My stochastic, stage-based population models suggest that the regional 

persistence of little brown myotis colonies is still under serious threat. My predicted 

mean yearly growth rates (λ = 0.87 or 0.91 depending on the survival scenario) imply that 

populations will continue to experience drastic annual declines. Consequently, WNS-  
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Figure 4.6. Projected trajectories for populations of little brown myotis under the low 

survival scenario, with two different management actions (environmental control in 

magenta; microclimate manipulation in blue) implemented 15 years after WNS detection. 

Gray areas represent 95% confidence intervals. The horizontal dashed line and vertical 

dotted line indicate the extirpation threshold and the management implementation year, 

respectively.  

 

 

affected populations that are similar to my simulated colony, in both size and geographic 

location (i.e., geographic proximity may ensure comparability of demographic vital 

rates), are predicted to face extirpation in the next decade or two if no management action 

is taken. And while the size of bat populations does vary across the Pd-contaminated 

landscape, with a few hibernacula still harboring bats in the thousands, many known 

hibernation sites had fewer than 1000 little brown myotis before the onset of WNS 
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(Turner et al., 2011), which represented the starting population size in my simulations. As 

populations grow smaller, they become increasingly vulnerable to chance processes, such 

as environmental and demographic stochasticity, which may have increased their risk of 

collapse beyond what was predicted by my models (Gilpin and Soule, 1986).  

Frick et al. (2010a) conducted the first study of population dynamics in WNS-

affected bats, which relied on data from the first three years of infection and predicted 

that the third-year mean decline of 45% would remain in subsequent years. As a result, 

their model indicated a 99% chance of regional extinction for little brown myotis within 

19 years of WNS emergence. Later studies, however, have since revealed that mortality 

rates tend to ameliorate with time (Maslo et al., 2015; Ineson, 2020), which has shifted, 

but not annulled, the species’ extinction timeline. While my results are broadly in line 

with this previous conclusion, I argue that most recent demographic models may have 

underestimated the impact of WNS on first-year bats’ survival and, consequently, their 

contribution to projected population declines. Specifically, since survival data for first-

year individuals are very rare, even more so since the onset of WNS, a common practice 

is to fix the S1 to S2 ratio to its pre-WNS level (e.g., Maslo et al., 2015; Fletcher et al., 

2020). In Maslo et al. (2015) for instance, this led to predicted population declines of 5 % 

annually. In contrast, my estimates of population growth rates, which accounted for an 

estimated 22 % increase in WNS-induced mortality risk in first-year compared to post-

first-year individuals, resulted in much higher annual decreases (ranging from 9 to 13 %).  

Given that survival estimates appear to improve following the first year of 

infection and stabilize once WNS becomes established in a region, usually about five to 
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eight years following the invasion front (Frick et al., 2010a; Dobony and Johnson, 2018; 

Ineson, 2020), I allowed my S2 parameter to increase to 0.77 (i.e., low survival scenario, 

based on Frick et al. (2010b)) relatively rapidly (by year 8 compared to year 12 in Maslo 

et al. (2015), for instance). Despite this adjustment, quasi-extirpation (N < 50 bats) was 

reached within 23 years of WNS emergence. Studies of both pre- (Frick et al., 2010b; 

Schorr and Siemers, 2021) and post-WNS-onset (Maslo et al., 2015; Dobony and 

Johnson, 2018; Ineson, 2020) survival also suggest that estimates are highly variable 

across time and space, with some affected populations having been shown to exhibit 

survival rates similar to pre-WNS values. WNS-induced plastic changes in bat behavior 

could potentially explain these increased survival rates (e.g., Langwig et al., 2012; Cheng 

et al., 2019). For example, bats appear to be accumulating greater pre-hibernation fat 

stores than they were before WNS, which could help mitigate the increased energetic 

costs associated with the disease (Cheng et al., 2019; Turner et al., in prep) and 

ameliorate overwinter survival. Alternatively, higher survival may be the result of strong 

selection imposed by WNS-driven mass mortality events, which could increase the 

proportion of more resistant or resilient individuals in the population over time (Maslo 

and Fefferman, 2015). However, even my more liberal scenario, which allowed the S2 

parameter to increase to 0.88 (i.e., high survival scenario, based on Ineson (2020)), 

resulted in persistent declines, with the majority of simulated populations becoming 

extirpated 32 years after the onset of WNS. Therefore, both of these model iterations 

suggest that naturally occurring increases in survival by WNS-affected bats may not be 

sufficient to facilitate population recovery in this species.  
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My results thus highlight the critical need for the development and better 

assessment of potential mitigation strategies to conserve WNS-affected bat colonies. 

Here, I show that the management actions examined in this study (i.e., environmental 

control and microclimate manipulation) can greatly increase the likelihood of population 

recovery in little brown myotis, but that their effectiveness is somewhat dependent upon 

the timing of the intervention and/or the maximum survival rates achieved by bats. More 

precisely, if annual survival rates can rebound to higher values (Ineson, 2020; Schorr and 

Siemers, 2021), both management actions, whether they are implemented right after 

WNS is first detected at a site or 15 years later, should return populations to positive 

growth rates and allow them to recover. However, if survival amelioration is more 

limited (Frick et al., 2010b), the outcome of these interventions becomes less certain: 

environmental control should stabilize the size of remnant populations whereas 

microclimate manipulation should generate small annual declines of 1-2 %, but whether 

the resulting population projections possibly lead to quasi-extirpation now depends on the 

timing of the intervention. Specifically, both the environmental control and microclimate 

manipulation, when implemented early on, should ensure the short-term persistence of a 

population (> 50 years following WNS emergence). When they are implemented 15 years 

post-WNS, short-term bat population persistence is no longer ensured, but the extirpation 

timeline for the species is still significantly delayed. Overall, despite clear variation in 

population projections under different management and survival scenarios, all of my 

model iterations thus predict that, on average, management actions prevent short-term 

population collapse. 
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In light of this, I argue that both management actions should be considered when 

developing conservation plans, as both have their own practical constraints and 

advantages that may best suit different situations. For instance, not all hibernacula are 

created equal: the geomorphology of some underground sites may make them unsuitable 

for microclimate manipulation, with no realistic way to render their conditions colder or 

drier, or their structural intricacy may limit or prevent the effective application of an 

environmental control agent. Furthermore, these two types of conservation interventions 

may require different logistics and funding timelines. For microclimate manipulation, the 

logistical and financial strain is likely to be short-term: this management action may 

necessitate larger short-term funds, but usually involves a one-time modification 

followed by simple maintenance, when necessary. On the contrary, an environmental 

control strategy may be less costly in the short-term, but would entail repeated treatments 

over time and the accompanying stream of expenses. Therefore, the characteristics of the 

hibernaculum, the amount of funds, and the availability of resources, both current and 

future, should all be evaluated to determine the conservation strategy best suited to the 

situation. Under the right circumstances, both management actions may be able to assist 

in the conservation of WNS-affected bat populations by allowing them to persist, ideally 

long enough for natural resistance or tolerance to emerge. 

While my results suggest that both environmental control and microclimate 

manipulation strategies are likely to become important conservation tools for the 

management of remnant bat populations, it is also worth noting that most of these options 

are still being investigated. My previous captive field experiments, during which I 
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examined the effects of a PEG treatment or microclimate variation (Gagnon et al. in prep) 

on bat responses to WNS, and which were used to inform my models, were small in 

scale, limited by the availability of bats that I could capture. Larger-scale field trials, 

which are used to assess whether the environmental application of PEG (Sewall et al. in 

prep) or the cooling of hibernacula through manipulation of their geomorphology (Turner 

et al. 2021) can significantly reduce WNS effects in free-ranging bats, are still under way. 

And while results thus far show great promise, they are based on only a handful of 

hibernacula. Therefore, until the benefits of these management strategies can be further 

confirmed, stochastic population projection models and associated vital rate sensitivity 

analyses, like those presented here, should continue to be used, and their population 

parameters updated as new data become available, essentially becoming a part of 

managers’ toolkit for the successful conservation of bat species. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

Through this dissertation, I aimed to better understand intraspecific drivers of 

variation in bat susceptibility to WNS and their implications for population persistence 

and management in affected areas. Specifically, my first objective was to evaluate the 

extent to which variation in hibernaculum microclimate temperature and humidity affects 

Pd infection severity and disease progression in affected bats during hibernation. My 

results (CHAPTER 2) indicate that Pd growth was slowed by both colder and drier 

conditions within the hibernaculum. I also found that, while skin erosion rates were 

consistently high in warmer microclimates irrespective of humidity, bats hibernating in 

colder microclimates developed fewer WNS lesions where humidity was lower. By 

providing causal evidence of environmentally-driven variation in pathogen growth and 

infection severity in the field, my data also highlight the importance of prioritizing winter 

habitat preservation and enhancement for the successful conservation of hibernating bats.  

My second objective was to compare how bats from colonies that vary in duration 

of exposure to Pd and from different age classes behaviorally respond to the infection, 

and examine how these behavioral changes affect host fitness. Overall, my results 

(CHAPTER 3) suggest that WNS-affected bats neither successfully mitigate the infection 

through increased activity, nor exhibit sickness behavior to save energy. Instead, their 

behavioral responses, and specifically their tendency to increase grooming levels, appear 

maladaptive and may contribute to WNS-induced mortality. Indeed, I provided the first 
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evidence of mechanistic links between Pd infection, behavioral change, torpor patterns, 

and host fitness. Specifically, higher infection levels may cause bats to groom longer, 

which may prolong euthermic arousals, in turn accelerate the depletion of fat reserves, 

and ultimately increase mortality risk. This implies that juveniles may be more vulnerable 

to WNS, given that they suffer higher skin erosion rates and exhibit higher grooming 

levels than adults when infected with Pd. As juvenile recruitment is a key demographic 

parameter, this could have severe implications for population decline or recovery. 

Finally, the fact that, eight years after Pd was first detected in their hibernaculum, bats 

from the previously exposed colony still exhibit the same seemingly maladaptive 

behavioral response to Pd as naïve bats implies that neither selection imposed by the 

initial WNS-driven mass mortality nor repeated exposure to Pd in the years following the 

initial infection brought about beneficial (evolutionary or plastic) changes to the behavior 

(i.e., activity patterns) of bats during arousals from torpor. 

My third and last objective was to model the population dynamics of remnant bat 

populations to evaluate the likeliness of persistence as well as the potential effectiveness 

of management interventions in affected colonies. My models (CHAPTER 4) imply that 

populations will continue to experience annual declines and, as a consequence, predict 

that WNS-affected populations may face extirpation in the next decade or two if no 

management action is taken. My results thus highlight the critical need for the 

development and better assessment of potential mitigation strategies to conserve remnant 

bat colonies. Finally, despite clear variation in population projections under different 

management scenarios, all of my model iterations predict that, on average, management 
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actions such as environmental control and microclimate manipulation can prevent short-

term population collapse in remnant bat populations.  

Overall, through these studies, I was able to provide key, mechanistic insight into 

the pathology of WNS and the probability of persistence of affected bat colonies, while 

highlighting the importance of prioritizing winter habitat preservation and enhancement 

for the conservation of hibernating bats.   
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APPENDIX A 

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 2 

Experimental Site Details 

I selected an abandoned sandstone mine (Dunbar Mine #3) located in Fayette 

County, Pennsylvania, to conduct this experiment. In October 2017, the Pennsylvania 

Game Commission closed off the mine’s large lower entrance, facilitating the retention of 

cold air in the lower portions of the mine and the release of warmer air through its 

remaining two small, upper entrances. Because of this modification and the site’s internal 

28-m relief, lower areas of the mine have become colder, deepening the temperature 

range observed within the mine. The site has since become a hibernation site for little 

brown myotis, big brown bats (Eptesicus fuscus), and tricolored bats (Perimyotis 

subflavus). Temperature measurements taken during the winter after the manipulation 

provided us with a comprehensive temperature profile of the site, which I used to deploy 

seven cages. All conditions recorded at these locations during the experimental period 

were well within the range of suitable hibernation conditions observed for free-ranging 

little brown myotis (Heldmaier et al., 2004; Boyles et al., 2007; Brack, 2007; Johnson et 

al., 2016). Cages were double-layered and bolted into the wall of the mine at a height of 

about 1.5 m to reduce predation risk. Cages were also open on the wall side to provide 

bats with direct access to rock substrates and sealed around the edges to prevent escapees. 

The internal section of each cage was approximately 20 cm x 20 cm x 10 cm. 
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Bat Capture and Transport Details 

My capture timing (October 9) coincided with fall swarming, which allowed us to 

use harp traps near the entrances to these hibernation sites. This timing helped ensure that 

bats had accumulated ample fat reserves before their capture while also having minimal 

exposure to Pseudogymnoascus destructans (Pd) spores found within these hibernacula. 

Also, targeting multiple hibernacula (i.e., Woodward Cave, Canoe Creek Hartman Mine, 

and Ruth Cave) minimized negative effects to local bat populations associated with the 

capture and removal of bats in any one area, while avoiding the removal of any females 

preserved the colonies’ reproductive potential. Following capture, bats were individually 

enclosed in moistened cloth bags and hung in a DC-powered portable refrigeration unit 

(Dometic Ltd., Bedfordview, South Africa) set to 4°C to trigger torpor expression and 

safely transport bats (Johnson et al., 2014). Because the experimental site had not reached 

target temperatures at the time of capture, bats were first transported to a cold hibernacula 

for temporary housing (Canoe Creek 2 Mine, Blair County). There they were transferred 

to a single cage with access to water. The cage was hung from a wire 1.5 m above the 

ground to prevent predation events and to avoid contact with contaminated mine 

substrates. The bats remained there for almost 6 weeks, until conditions at the 

experimental site were suitable for hibernation. On November 19, 2018, after 

temperatures at the warmest location within the experimental site had decreased to 12°C, 

I transported the bats to the mine using the same procedures as before. 
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Data Collection Details 

A total of n = 22 bats entered the experiment. I collected data from n = 18 survivors 

after the first month, from n = 14 survivors after the second month, and finally from n = 6 

survivors after the third month, for a total of n = 38 observations. Average TBL was 

missing for two of these data points, reducing my number of observations to n = 36 for 

most of the analyses. I followed standard WNS decontamination protocols (WNS Disease 

Management Working Group, 2018) throughout the experiment and avoided cross-

contamination during data collection by adopting the following measures: I placed each 

individual into a new paper bag for weighing, changed my nitrile gloves between each 

bat, and wiped instruments after each use (including the light box) to prevent the transfer 

of Pd between individuals. 

To quantify pathogen load, I swabbed bats with sterile swabs, wiping the dorsal 

side of their right wing five times (two distinct swipe paths in the plagiopatagium, two in 

the dactylopatagium major, and one in the dactylopatagium medius). Quantitative 

Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR) was then used to measure the pathogen load of each 

animal by detecting Pd DNA (ng/µL; Muller et al., 2013). This analysis showed that all 

bats had no or low amounts of genetic material (< 2 x 10-4 ng/µL) at the onset of the 

experiment. I also took photographic images of bat wings, for which I used a Canon 

(Tokyo, Japan) EOS REBEL T7 digital camera (F-stop f/5.6, ISO 100, 2-second shutter 

speed) with a Canon EF 100 mm macro lens mounted on a tripod roughly 65 cm directly 

above a standard long-wave ultraviolet light box (12-volt lamp with 368 nm bulbs, Way 
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Too Cool, Glendale, AZ). Analysis of these photographs confirmed that no individual 

had any detectable WNS lesions at the start of the experiment (Turner et al., 2014). 

To evaluate individual torpor patterns, I first fitted a smoothing spline to all skin 

temperature values lower than or equal to 10 °C to determine baseline skin temperature at 

each time point, following Lilley et al. (2016). Arousal episodes were then defined as 

periods where skin temperature was at least 10 °C higher than the baseline value for a 

minimum of 20 min. Torpor bout length (TBL, in days) was defined as the time 

difference between two consecutive arousals by the same bat (i.e., from the end of an 

arousal to the start of the next one). The last torpor bout expressed by an individual 

(before termination of the experiment or time of death), as well as those that preceded an 

arousal caused by human disturbance (i.e., during data collection visits), were discarded 

because TBLs could not be accurately determined. To calculate water vapor pressure 

deficit (dWVP), I estimated both saturation and air water vapor pressure for each cage at 

every time point based on recorded temperature and relative humidity data, using 

equations from Tabata (quadratic formula; 1973) and Kurta (2014), and computed the 

difference between each pair of values. Finally, for the bats that died prior to the 

termination of the experiment, I defined time of death as the last day on which a 

difference greater than 0.5 °C was observed between that bat’s skin and cage 

microclimate temperature data. 
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Data Analysis Details 

Negative values for Pd load difference, indicating a decrease in pathogen load, 

were considered measurement errors, and therefore removed from the data set, which 

means that n = 30 observations were used in the change in Pd load models. For the 

change in Pd load and the change in fluorescent area ratio models, I used, as a control, 

the Pd load or fluorescent area ratio, respectively, at the start of the month to account for 

different pathogen loads or infection levels by individuals as bats entered the measured 

periods. For the change in BMI and mean TBL models, I used the Pd load or fluorescent 

area ratio at the end of the month to characterize the pathogen load or infection present 

during that period. For all models, BMI at the start of the month, average dWVP, and Pd 

load values were either log-transformed or multiplied by 100 if it improved model fit. As 

to the Cox models, survival was right-censored for all the bats that were alive when I 

terminated the experiment, meaning that individuals could have died after the end of the 

study period. The individuals in the coldest group were also right-censored on January 

21, just before the first of two episodes of sub-zero temperatures in their cage, because of 

the potential of these episodes to cause adverse effects on survival or energy use. Also, 

one of the 22 individuals died before exhibiting any arousals and was thus excluded from 

the survival analysis due to missing TBL data.  

While variation in torpor bout length (TBL) is more commonly studied as a 

response to white-nose syndrome (WNS), bats can also adjust energy use during 

hibernation through changes in arousal duration and torpid body temperature. Therefore, 

I also investigated variation in mean arousal duration (min) and mean torpid skin 
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temperature using linear mixed-effects models (LMM). For each of these response 

variables, I used the average microclimate temperature and water vapor pressure deficit 

(dWVP) per month (cage-level values), the month (month 1, month 2, or month 3), and 

the body mass index (BMI) at the start of the month as independent variables. Bat 

individuals and their respective cages were treated as nested random effects in all models. 

To account for small sample sizes, best-fit models were selected using the second-order 

Akaike Information Criterion (AICc) (Burnham and Anderson, 2004) and only models 

that fit assumptions (assumptions of homogeneity of variance and normality) were 

considered.  

Supplemental Tables 

Table A1. Results of best-fit model for the change in Pd load1.   

Model terms Estimate SE Z p-value2 

Intercept -10.309 1.977 -5.215 <0.001 

Average temperature3  0.407 0.197 2.060 0.039 

Average dWVP4 -7.148 2.406 -2.972 0.003 

Pd load at the start of the month5 1.385 0.430 3.218 0.001 

1GLMM with gamma distribution and log link, Cage/Bat subject as nested random 
intercepts, and n = 30 observations. 

2Significant p-values are indicated in bold font.    

3Average temperature represents the average microclimate temperature (°C) per 
month. 

4Average dWVP represents the average water vapor pressure deficit (hPa) per 
month. 

5Pd load at the start of the month is in pg/µL.    
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Table A2. Results of best-fit model for the change in fluorescent area ratio1.  

Model terms Estimate SE Z p-value2 

Intercept 1.033 3.552 0.291 0.771 

Average temperature3  -0.806 0.320 -2.519 0.012 

Average dWVP4 -84.364 10.450 -8.073 <0.001 

Month5     

 Month 2 (mid-Dec - mid-Jan) 1.253 0.286 4.384 <0.001 

 Month 3 (mid-Jan - mid-Feb) 2.831 0.642 4.408 <0.001 

Average TBL6 -0.153 0.058 -2.618 0.009 

Average temperature*ln(Average dWVP + 1) 7.996 0.927 8.623 <0.001 

1GLMM with beta distribution, constant zero inflation, and logit link, Cage/Bat subject 
as nested random intercepts, and n = 36 observations. 

2Significant p-values are indicated in bold font.    

3Average temperature represents the average microclimate temperature (°C) per 
month. 

4Average dWVP represents the average water vapor pressure deficit (hPa) per month, 
and was log-transformed to improve model fit: ln(Average dWVP + 1). 

5For categorical variables, results are given in reference to Month 1 (mid-Nov - mid-
Dec). 

6Average TBL represents the average torpor bout length (days) per month.  
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Table A3. Results of the best plausible model for the change in BMI. The best-fit 
model (not shown) included an interaction between average temperature and dWVP, 
which was driven by a predicted gain in BMI for bats exposed to both high average 
temperature and dWVP. However, this prediction was an extrapolation beyond the 
range of the data (cases of both high average temperature and high dWVP were not 
present in the experiment). As bats’ body condition cannot improve in a captive field 
study with no access to food sources, this predicted increase in BMI during 
hibernation was biologically nonsensical. Thus, the second best-fit model (i.e., the 
best plausible model1 with ∆AICc of 1.02, shown here), which does not include the 
interaction, was retained instead. 

Model terms Estimate SE Z p-value2 

(a)     

Intercept 0.089 0.022 4.035 <0.001 

Average temperature3  -0.001 0.001 -0.496 0.620 

Average dWVP4 -0.107 0.061 -1.758 0.079 

BMI5 at the start of the month -0.498 0.128 -3.897 <0.001 

Average temperature*Average dWVP 0.014 0.006 2.164 0.030 

(b)     

Intercept 0.073 0.023 3.206 0.001 

Average temperature 0.002 0.001 1.841 0.066 

Average dWVP 0.024 0.013 1.881 0.060 

BMI at the start of the month -0.539 0.144 -3.757 <0.001 

1GLMM with gaussian distribution, Cage/Bat subject as nested random intercepts, and 
n = 36 observations. 

2Significant p-values are indicated in bold font.    

3Average temperature represents the average microclimate temperature (°C) per 
month. 

4Average dWVP represents the average water vapor pressure deficit (hPa) per month. 

5BMI stands for body mass index.     
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Table A4. Results of best-fit model for mean arousal duration1. Three other models 
were competitive (i.e., ∆AICc < 2), two of which included BMI at the start of the month 
as a significant predictor (i.e., p < 0.05) and the last one being the null model. 

Model terms Estimate SE t-value p-value2 

Intercept -24.600 39.700 -0.620 0.539 

BMI3 at the start of the month 417.200 216.800 1.920 0.061 

1Linear mixed-effects model with Cage/Bat subject as nested random intercepts and 
n = 47 observations. 

2Marginally significant p-values are indicated in bold font.   

3BMI stands for body mass index.     

 

Table A5. Results of best-fit model for mean torpid skin temperature1.  

Model terms Estimate SE t-value p-value2 

Intercept 0.683 0.615 1.110 0.280 

BMI3 at the start of the month -1.804 3.480 -0.520 0.610 

Average temperature4  0.977 0.028 35.580 <0.001 

1Linear mixed-effects model with Cage/Bat subject as nested random intercepts and 
n = 47 observations, with skin temperature measured from dataloggers affixed to each 
individual bat. 

2Marginally significant p-values are indicated in bold font.   

3BMI stands for body mass Index.     

4Average temperature represents the average microclimate temperature (°C) per 
month, measured from the dataloggers positioned within the outer portion of each 
cage. 

 

Table A6. Results of best-fit model for mean TBL1.    

Model terms Estimate SE Z p-value2 

Intercept 5.983 0.587 10.185 <0.001 

Month     

 Month 2 (mid-Dec - mid-Jan) 2.459 0.734 3.349 <0.001 

 Month 3 (mid-Jan - mid-Feb) 2.614 0.991 2.638 0.008 

1GLMM with gaussian distribution, Cage/Bat subject as nested random intercepts, and 
n = 36 observations. 

2Significant p-values are indicated in bold font.    
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Table A7. Results of best-fit model for mortality risk1.     

Model terms Coefficient SE Z p-value2 

Average TBL3 -10.349 4.484 -2.308 0.021 

BMI4 at the start of the experiment -4.332 1.741 -2.489 0.013 
Average TBL*BMI at the start of the 
experiment 0.519 0.237 2.188 0.029 

1Mixed-effects Cox proportional hazards model, Cage as random intercept, and n = 21 
observations.  

2Significant p-values are indicated in bold font.     

3Average TBL represents the average torpor bout length (days) for the duration of the 
experiment.  
4BMI stands for body mass index and was multiplied by 100 to improve model fit.   
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Supplemental Figures 

 

 

Figure A1. Hibernaculum microclimate temperatures (A) and water vapor pressure 

deficits (dWVP) (B) recorded during the three months of the experiment (Month 1, 

Month 2, and Month 3). Colors identify the temperature profiles of the seven cages 

located in different areas of the mine. For each group, solid circles represent averages and 

bold lines, median values; boxes extend from the 1st to the 3rd quartile of the distribution; 
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whiskers extend to the most extreme values found within 1.5 times the interquartile range 

of the 1st and 3rd quartile; open circles represent outliers. 
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Figure A2. Hibernaculum microclimate relative humidity (%) recorded across the 

experiment. Colors identify the temperature profiles of the seven cages located in 

different areas of the mine. Dotted lines represent raw relative humidity data; solid lines 

represent smoothed change over time. Vertical black dashed lines correspond to data 

collection visits, dividing my experiment into three time periods (month 1, month 2, and 

month 3). 

 

 

Figure A3. The predicted relationship between ln(change in Pd load) and Pd load at the 

start of the month (pg/µL). Gray areas indicate 95% confidence intervals for the fitted 

values. 
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Figure A4. The predicted relationship between ln(change in fluorescent area ratio) and 

the month of the experiment. Gray areas indicate 95% confidence intervals for the fitted 

values. Data with different superscript letters are significantly different at p < 0.01. 

Figure A5. The predicted relationship between ln(change in fluorescent area ratio) and 

average torpor bout length (TBL; days). Gray areas indicate 95% confidence intervals for 

the fitted values. 
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Figure A6. The predicted relationship between change in BMI and BMI at the start of the 

month. Gray areas indicate 95% confidence intervals for the fitted values. 

Figure A7. The predicted relationship between mean arousal duration (min) and BMI at 

the start of the month. Gray areas indicate 95% confidence intervals for the fitted values. 
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Figure A8. The predicted relationship between mean torpor bout length (TBL; days) and 

the month of the experiment. Gray areas indicate 95% confidence intervals for the fitted 

values. Data with different superscript letters are significantly different at p < 0.05. 
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APPENDIX B 

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 3 

Supplemental Tables 

Table B1. Results of best-fit model for mean grooming duration1.   

Model terms Estimate SE t-value p-value2 

Intercept 15.112 3.529 4.282 <0.001 

Age class3     

 Juvenile 5.037 4.934 1.021 0.310 

Colony exposure     

 Naïve colony 6.104 4.626 1.320 0.190 

 Previously exposed colony 9.565 4.422 2.163 0.033 

Period     

 Late hibernation4 -3.936 3.447 -1.142 0.254 

Age class*Colony exposure     

 Juvenile*Naïve colony 16.055 6.539 2.455 0.015 

 Juvenile*Previously exposed colony 30.411 6.449 4.716 <0.001 

Age class*Period     

 Juvenile*Late hibernation -4.538 5.160 -0.879 0.379 

Colony exposure*Period     

 Naïve colony*Late hibernation 5.040 4.492 1.122 0.262 

 Previously exposed colony*Late hibernation 6.312 4.205 1.501 0.134 

Age class*Colony exposure*Period     

 Juvenile*Naïve colony*Late hibernation 12.520 6.632 1.888 0.059 

 Juvenile*Previously exposed colony*Late hibernation -12.750 8.041 -1.585 0.113 

1Linear mixed-effects model with Bat subject as a random intercept, and N = 100 bats, and n = 
180 observations. 

2Significant p-values are indicated in bold font.    

3For categorical variables, results are given in reference to Adult, Control colony, and Early 
hibernation (Nov. 14 - Jan 28). 

4Late hibernation is from Jan. 28 to Mar. 31/Apr. 1.    
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Table B2. Results of best-fit model for mean resting duration1.   

Model terms Estimate SE t-value p-value2 

Intercept 6.885 0.712 9.675 <0.001 

Age class3     

 Juvenile -1.132 1.001 -1.131 0.260 

Colony exposure     

 Naïve colony -4.110 1.008 -4.077 <0.001 

 Previously exposed colony -2.933 0.915 -3.207 0.002 

Period     

 Late hibernation4 2.229 1.265 1.762 0.078 

Age class*Colony exposure     

 Juvenile*Naïve colony 4.170 1.468 2.840 0.005 

 Juvenile*Previously exposed colony 2.171 1.362 1.595 0.113 

Age class*Period     

 Juvenile*Late hibernation -0.489 1.868 -0.262 0.794 

Colony exposure*Period     

 Naïve colony*Late hibernation 2.300 1.648 1.396 0.163 

 Previously exposed colony*Late hibernation 1.060 1.550 0.684 0.494 

Age class*Colony exposure*Period     

 Juvenile*Naïve colony*Late hibernation -2.487 2.409 -1.033 0.302 

 Juvenile*Previously exposed colony*Late hibernation 5.735 2.848 2.014 0.044 

1Linear mixed-effects model with Bat subject as a random intercept, and N = 100 bats, and 
n = 180 observations. 

2Significant p-values are indicated in bold font.    

3For categorical variables, results are given in reference to Adult, Control colony, and Early 
hibernation (Nov. 14 - Jan 28). 

4Late hibernation is from Jan. 28 to Mar. 31/Apr. 1.    

 
 
Table B3. Linear mixed-effects models.   

Model formulas N1 n2 

mean grooming duration ~ % infection area + period + % infection 
area*period  100 180 

mean arousal duration ~ mean grooming duration + period + mean 
grooming duration*period  100 180 

change in BMI ~ mean arousal duration + period + mean arousal 
duration*period 80 145 

1Number of individuals and 2number of observations.     
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Table B5. Results of best-fit model for mean arousal duration1.   

Model terms Estimate SE t-value p-value2 

Intercept 24.571 1.910 12.864 <0.001 

Mean grooming duration3 1.024 0.043 23.579 <0.001 

Period4     

 Late hibernation5 5.685 2.746 2.070 0.041 

Mean grooming duration*Period     

 Mean grooming duration*Late hibernation -0.098 0.063 -1.563 0.120 

1Linear mixed-effects model with Bat subject as a random intercept, and N = 100 bats, 
and n = 180 observations. 

2Significant p-values are indicated in bold font.     

3Mean grooming duration represents the average time (min) spent grooming during 
arousals. 

4For categorical variables, results are given in reference to early hibernation (Nov. 14 - 
Jan 28). 

5Late hibernation is from Jan. 28 to Mar. 31/Apr. 1.    

Table B4. Results of best-fit model for mean grooming duration1.   

Model terms Estimate SE t-value p-value2 

Intercept 32.807 3.021 10.858 <0.001 

% infection area 5.442 0.099 2.592 0.011 

Period3     

 Late hibernation4 -0.391 3.453 -0.113 0.910 

% infection area*Period     

 % infection area*Late hibernation -3.832 2.003 -1.913 0.058 

1Linear mixed-effects model with Bat subject as a random intercept, and N = 100 bats, 
and n = 180 observations. 

2Significant p-values are indicated in bold font.    

3For categorical variables, results are given in reference to early hibernation (Nov. 14 - 
Jan 28). 

4Late hibernation is from Jan. 28 to Mar. 31/Apr. 1.    
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Table B7. Results of best-fit model for mortality risk1.    

Model terms Coefficient SE Z p-value2 

Mean arousal duration 1.317 0.529 2.487 0.013 

Average TBL3 0.852 0.635 1.342 0.179 

BMI4 at the start of the experiment 0.129 0.321 0.401 0.689 
Average TBL*BMI at the start of the 
experiment -0.063 0.032 

-
1.941 0.052 

1Cox proportional hazards model, and n = 130.          

2Significant p-values are indicated in bold font.     

3Average TBL represents the average torpor bout length (days) for the duration of 
the experiment. 

4BMI stands for body mass index and was multiplied by 100 to improve model fit.  
  

Table B6. Results of best-fit model for the change in BMI1.    

Model terms Estimate SE t-value p-value2 

Intercept 8.061x10-3 5.303x10-3 1.520 0.131 

Mean arousal duration3 3.007x10-5 7.837x10-5 0.384 0.702 

Period4     

 Late hibernation5 -4.208x10-2 7.504x10-3 -5.608 <0.001 

Mean arousal duration*Period     

 

Mean arousal duration*Late 
hibernation -3.677x10-4 1.087x10-4 -3.384 0.001 

1Linear mixed-effects model with Bat subject as a random intercept, and N = 80 
bats, and n = 145 observations. 

2Significant p-values are indicated in bold font.    

3Mean grooming duration represents the average time (in minutes) spent 
grooming during arousals. 

4For categorical variables, results are given in reference to early hibernation (Nov. 
14 - Jan 28). 

5Late hibernation is from Jan. 28 to Mar. 31/Apr. 1.    
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Supplemental Figure 

 

Figure B1. Results from the multigroup analysis of my best-fit SEM comparing my four 

treatment groups. Black arrows indicate significant paths, and their thickness reflects the 

magnitude of the relationship; grey arrows denote non-significant paths. Values represent 

standardized parameter estimates and superscripts indicate the level of significance: 

***p < 0.001, *p < 0.05, †p < 0.1. 

 

 


